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Words on the body politic: It leaks 
Controversial politician slated to speak at Xavier 
CHAD FRAZIER 
·Asst. Campus News Editor 
Ambassador Joseph Wilson, the 
former U.S. foreign service diplo-
mat, who is currently at the heart of 
a Washington CIA leak investiga~ 
tion, is coming to Xavier Univer~ 
sity in December. 
Wilson is speaking at the Cintas 
Center about the debate over the 
war in Iraq .. 
The event is at 8 p.m. in the 
Schiff Family Conference Center 
and it is co-sponsored by ·the 
Xavier University Student Govern-
ment Association arid the Edward 
B. Brueggeman Center for Dia-
logue. 
Wilson has been involved in in-
ternationalpoiitics for more than 
20 years, and over the course of a 
highly decorated career, he has held . 
many senior government posts; in-
cluding SpecialAssistant to the 
President, Senior ofreetor forAfri-
can affairs, and acting as ambassa-
dor to Iraq during Operation Desert 
· s'hield~the u:s; ·military ·buiidup 
prior to the 1991 Gulf War. 
He was the last U.S. diplomat to 
meet with Saddam Hussein that 
year. 
During this time, Wilson defied 
the Iraqi strongman by giving ref-
. uge tomore lhari 100 U.S. citizens · 
at the embassy and in the homes of 
U.S: diplomats, when Saddam 
Hussein was threatenfog to execute 
anyone who housed foreigners. 
r-----.. ·--. 
! . 
"I think that Karl Rove should be 
fired." Rove is also involved· in the 
· CIA leak investigation. · 
in 2002, the qA sent Wilson to 
Niger to investigate claims that 
Saddam Hussein was 
--1 seeking to buy 
Yellowcake uranium 




back to Washington 
tl:iat the claims were 
groundless. 
After hearing 
President George W. 
Bush .repeat the 
claims, most notably 
· in his 2003 State of 
the· Union Address, 
The subsequent revelation in 
the press by columnist Robert 
Novak, which said that Wilson's 
wife, Valerie Plame, was a covert 
CIA operative, sparked the current 
high profile investigation. 
Wilson was recently criticized 
for allegedly talking about his 
wife's CIA job prior to the column 
by Novak. 
On the John radio show,'Major 
General Paul Vallely claimed that 
Wilson had spoken .-to him about 
his wife's role with the CIA while 
they were waiting together in the 
green room be-
fore appearing - r-. _ . 
together on I 
FOX News. 
Bush critics 
claim thai the 
Wilsonexpressed White House 1 
---"':""PHoTO-COURTESv OFMiNDFULLY.ORG 
A key figure in a ·c1A inveStigation, Joseph . 




kseodn.'s .nMamrse. jl . 
ed piece which was 
published .. in The fo revenge for · '!-Wilson! to speak at Xavier: 
... · .· . . New York Times on her husband~s 
But Wilson ·is mosi fiuililiar to J~ly 6>2003. behavior. I 
the American public iii''associatioi'l"~·''''~"A:Trrestbrm of controversy has Though·Wil- . I 
with the ongoirig CIAJelildnvesti- • since erupted. . . . son:fias contrib-
gation that led to the r~cent indict- ;,I have little cho'ic~ but to C:on- uted to Repub~ 
ment of I. Lewis "Scooter" Libby, elude that some of the intelligence licans and 
top adviser to Vice President Dick related to Iraq's. Il'uclear weapons Democrats, he 
<;heney. . program was twisted to exaggerate has been most 
Kerry campaign as an unpaid 
speech writer and advisor. 
His visit to the campus marks an · 
opportunity to hear one of the most 
contentious contemporary political 
figures. 
Wilson published a book in 
2004, titled The Politics of Truth: 
Inside the Lies that Led to War and 
Betrayed My Wife's CIA Identity: A 
Diplomat's Memoir. 
·Wilson is now employed as a 
business consultant. 
Tickets for the event are $5 for 
students. 
·Wilson said bluntly in: an inter- : the Ifaqi threat," he wrote in "What recently affili-
view with CNN anchorWolfBlitzer, ; I Didn'tFind in Africa." . . ated with the 
PHOTO COURTESY OF. MINDFUllY.ORG 
Karl Rove is one figurehead in the CIA controversy. 
.G.O.A.L. - Talking birds and the bees. 
GRACE NORTHERN 
Senior News Editor 
On the evening of November 14· 
G.O.A.L., which stands for Gentle-
man Organized for Achievement 
and Leadership, sponsored a panel· 
discussion that showcased a group 
of black male students and their 
different perspectives on the topic 
of relationships. 
The panel, mediated by G.O.A.L. 
adviser Paul James, included: fresh-
Qlan Torian Strickland, sophomore 
Jason Harville, sophomore Richard 
Vaughn, junior Matthew Brown, 
junior Corey Hawthorne, and se-
nior Marius Martin. 
There were approximately 80 
students in attendance who had the 
opportunity to observe the panel's 
response to a series of questions, 
all of which had to do with the topic 
of relationships. 
With the broad subject matter of-
. · ©2005 THEXA VIER 
NEWSWIRE 
ta!Yb1f'H'.:F~1'.~~;~·~~):74~2~~~; 
. . ··. 
·relationships, James posed ques- ' logue 0!1 black males and relation- ' 
tions that the panel could. answer ships was based on a number of dif-
from personal experiences.· · ; · ferent factors. James reflected on the 
Some of the more highlighteµ roles black men play in society and 
topics included inquiries on inter- the misconceptions that are often 
racial dating,Jear ofcommitmerit, · ·~sociated w~th:this group. He ex-
dating in college, th ow popula- •. plai . ~ erent stereotype 
tion of black avier, the 
lack men, 
,'.' and the 
scene., 
ost ch 
as tile one · 
e~edtob 
1ence--especially 
having a i . se audience, you 
didn't w o be taken the wrong 
W8:Y and you wanted to be able to 
fully clarify yourself so that you 
wouldn't look racist or prejudice .. 
But, you still have these views, like 
I prefer to date my own race. It's not 
that I don"t like otl'!er people, that;~ 
just my preference," saidMartin. 




opinions. 'Fimrefore, ough a va-
riety of responses and an attentive 
audience, the panel had the oppor-
tunity to provide many insightful 
responses .. ·· 
. · Martin was one of the panelists · 
who offered iilsight on the issue of 
commitment. 
"I think a lot of men are afraid to 
be committed or in a relationship. 
Once we start to realize that love is 
not a negative thing, we can be in 
OP~ED: 
Advertising {513) 745'-3561 
.~lt~~!~tih;f ·· · , (5·13y'7:.i:5"313o · · .. · 
Treat yourself to a 
festival of lights _ 
Why you gotta poop 
in the m,icrot{)ave, kids? 
PAGE 7-. Editor-in-Chief {513) 745-3607 - PAGE2 
committed relationships. However, 
the key to relationships is letting 
yourself go," said Martin. 
Vaughn also commented on the 
issue of commitment and explained 
that. sometimes it is difficult to be 
in a relationship w in college. 
· ''In college it ard because 
you have to pu 
· yoµr relaf . 
you are oot 
things," s 
, and a lot of times 
sy with different 
ghn. 
~range • Aft 
ions throug <fill the 
evening, panelists expressed their 
satisfaction with the outcome of the 
discussion and hoped that all of the 
participating individuals gained 
insight on the subject at hand. 
"I hope the audience gained 
more 'knowledge. I always hear 
people asking. what we are think-
ing when we do certain things, so 
here was their chance to find out," 
said Strickland . 
SPORTS: 
The sports issue! Its 
the nougat inside 
PAGES 1-8 
''They could come, listen, and 
ask questions. Plus, I think i~ was 
really important to look at things 
from different points of view. Per-
sonally, I knew how I fe~t about cer-
tain things, but by listening to my 
peers, my fellow black men, I could 
hear different points of view oncer-
. tain subjects." 
The President of G~O.A.L, se-
nior Aaron Parker, was also pleased 
with how the dialogue went. 
''There was a lot of feedback and 
debate between the audience and 
the panel, and even amongst the 
panel themselves. As you could see, 
although we are all black males, 
there was still a diverse opinion 
between panel members." 
Currently, G.O.A.L. is working 
on bringing a speaker to campus, 
planning a retreat, and sponsoring 
additional dialogues that deal with 
other significant issues. 
DIVERSIONS: 
· Im mrning Japanese, 
yes, I really think so 
PAGE9 
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_B_RI_··· E_F_s, DiW1Jlicelebrates festiv31 OflightS 
Rachel.Peters, Editor 




'Nick Vehr, Vice President for 
the Cincinnati Chamber of 
Commerce, will preserit The 
Cincinnati Regional Economy: 
Operating in a Global Market 
at 7 p,m. on.Wednesday in the 
XMBA rooni on the first floor 
' ' 
of Hailstones Hall. 
Refreshments will be serveq 
at 6:45 p;m .. 
The event is sponsored by. 
the Xavier Economics Club and 
the PPP Honors program. 
Social Justice 
Wing open house . 
The Social Justice Wing of · 
the Commons will be. hosting 
an open house from 6:30 p.m. -· 
7:30 p.m. on Thursday in apart.,. 
ment 407 in the Commons for 
anyone interested in living in 
the Social JusticeWing forthe 
2006-07 school year. 
1 For more infonnation, call: 
Becky Burn5ide at x89 l 7. 
Cook-out on the 
. academic mall 
A cook-out will take place 
on th~ academic mall between 
Alter Hall and Bellarmine 
Chapel from 11 a.m. Until 2 p.m · 
on Friday. 
. ·. Hotdogs. can be purchased 
forsl: · 
All proceeds will benefit Sr. 
Fidelia in Nigeria. · 
Get classy with 
Buenger Hall 
Buenger Hall is sponsoring 
Sophisticated Week until· Fri-
day. 'At 4 p.m; on Wednesday, 
students have the opportunity 
to attend a cigai emporium and 
meet with a cigar connoisseur 
to purchase' cigars in' the 
Buenger Hall lobby. 
· At 9 p'.m. on Thursday, tl,lere 
will be a Texas hold 'em tour-
~ainent with the opportunity' to 
win a fabulous prize. At 9:30 
p.m. on Friday, students can 
· · participate in a campu~ scav-
enger built to win a cash prize; 
The scavenger hunt :Will con-
clude at a mystery location. 
There, a formal dance will take 
place, along with music, food, 
and.raffle prizes. . · 
·Interfaith sernces 
praye~ session _.; 
The Offlte of Campus Min~ . 
istry will host the first of three 
interfaith prayer se~ces, called 
"One World, One Spirit," from 
4:30 p.m.- 5 p.m; on Wednes-
day in the Gallagher Student 
Centerroom250. 
. ANNTASSONE dayofDiwali. . 
Copy Editor . Diwali is celebrated for five con-
secutive days in order to .celebrate 
Xavier's first Diwali Show will be life and strengthen relationships. 
held at 6:30 p.m. on Wednesday in Ultimately, this festival marks the 
. the. Gallagher Stuqent Center The- vic;tory of good over evil. . 
ater.· The Diwali Show is·a culrure · · In.recognition of this celebra- . 
show hosted by the. South Asiari So:.···· tion; the South Asian Sociecywill· 
ciety. · offer at least three dances, a fash·-
The South Asian Society is in its ion show to c:lispfay the various· 
. third year of existence atXavier, but . types of wedding celebrations in 
this is the first year that Diwali has the South Asian region, skits to 
been offered. explain the concept of Diwali, 
Diwali is a celebration rooted in speeches about natural diaster re-. 
· the Indian sub-contiltent, and ·it is lief from the Soi.Ith Asian society 
. as significant of an event as Christ- board, and witnesses from stu-
ma5 is to the Western world. It is the dents who have had experience in 
Hindu festival oflights, and it is one the region. 
of the most popular and eagerly The participants include Xavier 
awaited festivals of India. Celebra~ students, as well as University of 
tions focus ori lights and lamps, and Cincinnati students.· At the show,. 
fireworks are also associated with appetizers and a fuil Indian dinner 
the festival in some regions. To eel- will be served. 
· ebrate Diwa~i, many people wear new By celebratingDiwali, the South 
. tickets for the show are $5 each, but 
the majority of.the profits will be 
· donate~ to UNICEF to support natu• 
ral disaster relief; such as the recent 
earthquake i.n Pakistan, as well as 
tsunami arid hurricane relief efforts. 
· The South Asian Society has al- . 
ready received support from various 
groups and organizations on cam-
.· pus, including Student Activities 
Council, OfficeofMulticulturalAf-
. fairs, Office of Student Retention 
· Services; the Vice Provst for Diver-
sity, and International Student Ser-
:: vices. 
As a result of all the aid that 
. has already been given, the South 
Asian' Society hopes that this will 
·be one of the biggest events of the 
semester. 
Keyur Parikh, co-president of 
· the. Xavier South Asian Society, 
. ·says, . "This event is definitely 
bound to push the frontiers of di-
versit}r awareness around this cam-
pus." Parikh is an upperclass 
board member of the South Asian 
Society who coordinates the 
clothes, share sweets, and light fire- Asian Society hopes to help raise 
works. In the Indian community, the awareness about natural disasters 
· new financial year starts on the first around the world. Bec~use of this, 
· . ·. ·. · · lffTP:'/EN·W11<1PED~oRG1YV1KllDIWALI Diwali Show. He is assisted by two 
~ac~ year, thou$ands ()f ;S1kl:ls. celebr~te other upperclruis board inembers, 
Diwah at the Golden Temple u'lAmntsar, India. G M h d R' h' J · 
Refugee presentation 
a·dvocates change _ 
KELLY SHAW 
. Cotitributing Writer 
countries around· the world they 
live invisibly as our neighbors here . 
in Cincinnati and all over the United 
On Tuesday,. Xavier hosted Refu- States." 
gees International Presid.ent Ken Buchanan also said that there 
Bacon, who gave his presentation, are between 10,000and 15,000refu-
Advocacy for· 9Iiange: Refugees gees from Africa that live here in· 
and Rebels; ip response to the press- Cincip.natj: . . ..... ; ;, , > . . 
ing global· issue of refugees;· · One of the Brueggeman· Center's 
The free, public event took place main goalS is to relate global issues 
.. in the Schiff Family Conference Cen- tci the local community of Xavier, 
ter, and was sponsored by the which is exacilywliatKen Bacon's .. 
BrueggeinanCenter for Dialogue. presentation attempted to do. 
There was a discussion of the is- . After being introduced to the is-
sue itself,. and possible solutions to sue of refugees last year, Buchanan · 
the problem. Refugees International and the Brueggeman Center have · 
also promoted more effective ways worked with Xavier to try to locally 
for' ~e 'internatfonal' community to ' arid' globally' conimunicate,tJie ur-
meet refugees' needs. 
The Refugees International orga- gency of this issue. However, pro- · 
nization attempts to help refugees grams for local refugees have not · 
by advocating and giving aid. been' as successful as anticipated. ' 
The advocacy from the organiza- ."The Refugees walk a tightrop~. 
tion gives refugees a voice_,that they . of fear, but we are trying to niake ·.· 
feel they cannot express by them- ':Xavier a safe place for them to 
selves. Tqe aid gives food, hous- come," said Buchanan. "We are try-
ing, clothing, and many other neces- ing to figure out hOw to hear their 
sities. voice, ·and give them the opportu-
"Refugees are mostly. invisible, . nity to be integrated into American 
mostly without any voice," says Dr. . society and reap the benefits." 
James 'Buchanan, director of the. _Buchan~ emphasized.that the 
Brueggeman Cenierfor Dialogu~. ' . _ ne.~c:l for help is important not only 
"There is virtually no one telling to the refugees now entering into 
the world their story, no one advo- ·the ·uniteci States, but also to their 
eating for th~m, They 're not loc11ted children and future generations. · 
only i~ developing;a~d , .. r"'.Oni · ·•. >jJ -. · .• : 
._._ .. }. 
. ,., 
. · · · · aurav arwa aan 1s 1 am. 
·Police Notes 
WW& ·-
November: 7, 8:30 a:m. -
An employee reported damage to the frrst floor lounge.ofthe 
· Commons residence hall. A table and chair had beeri dropped from 
. the second floor. · · · 
, ~~ .. 
··November 9,4:05•p;m~:.:.. · · 
A non-student was cited for reckless driving in the C-4.parking lot. 
Novemberll, 10:30a.m.-
A student reported the theft of two textbooks from a residence hall. 
Campus Police identified two students who had sold the books to 
. the Bookstore. 
Novembertl, 7:22 p.m.- . . . 
A student reported that four.malesforcibly'stole.her purse at the 
intersection ofMontgomefyand C!eneay Avenue and the~ fled 
west. 
. '. N~veniberll,8:20p.m.-
Cincimiati Fire Response transported a severely intoxicated 
student to the hospital. 
. . . " 
. . '.' ' 
' . . .... '" .... 
November 12, 9:41 p;m • .;... 
Campus Police investigated a loud house party on the 900 blockof 
Marion .Avenue. 
' ' ' 
· November12,io:20 p.m • ..., 
A student reported ·the theft of a faptop computer from his/her 
rooin fu Brockman Hall. ' ' 
Novemberl3,3:10p.m.-
A student reported that his/her car was keyed in the Village 
· p_arking lot. 
No'Vemberl5,5:05a.m::- . . . . .. . 
A student reported the.theft of an MP3 player froin an unattended 
. backpack in the corriputer IabofGSC. ·· · 
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Xavi~r University's Bru~ggeman Center 
. ' ' . 
for Dialogue honored by Islamic Ceiiter 
XAVIER PRESS RELEASE 
November 14, 2005 
Xavier University's Brueggeman 
Center for Dialogue will be honored. 
. by the Islamic Center of Greater Cin-
cinnati· with a Building Bridges 
award. The honor is part ofthe Is-
lamic Center's celebration, Novem-
ber 19-20, of a decade of"Building 
Bridges" between local Muslims 
and Greater Cincinnati. 
The Building Bridges awards 
banquet is Saturday, November 19. 
the banquet will recognize the first 
ever recipients of this award who 
have been instrumental in con-
structing and strengthening the 
bridges of interfaith understanding; 
dialogue, and a stronger community. 
"Congratulations to the Islamic 
Center of Greater Cincinnati on their 
•.Uouii1e·LayerPumpkinPie. 
< • • • • ~· ' "i •• ' ' • 
• < ;•, ,· •• ·' 
Honorpartoflslamic Center 10th Anniversary Celebration 
I Otfranniversary, '.' says Dr. James ever the ultimate ans~ers m_ight b~, the banquet and cafe, are free. Other 
Buchan·an, Brueggeman Center di- dialogue ·is the starting place." than· the Building Bridge banquet, 
rector, "The Brueggeman Center has The Brueggeman Center will be which requires confirmed reserva-
grown and been enriched through honored along with The National tions, the Saturday.programs and 
our association with the Islamic Conference for Gommunity and Jus- activities are from I I :00 a.m.- 4:00 
Center. We are honored by their rec- tice (NCCJ) GreaterCincinnati and p.m. and include guided tours, cul-
ognition of the work we do and look . West Chester Township of Butler tural displays, cafe, book fair with 
forward to another decade of part~ Comity.. . guest authors and an ln.terfaith dia-
nership." . . .. . : The Buiiding Bridges. b~quet logue panel discussion. 
.The Brueggeman Center seeks keynote speaker.willbe interilation- The Sunday events are from 
to foster dialogue that is inter:.reli- ally recognized Maha ElGenaidi, 11 :00 a.m.- 4:00 p.m. and are titled 
gious, interdisciplinary, intercultural president and founder of Islamic "Celebrating our Youth Day." Sun-
and inter-institutional. The center's Networks Group. ElGenaidi is day is organized by Muslim youth 
missfon states: "True dialogue de- sought after for her work in educa- to celebrate with friends ofall faiths 
mands not just that we speak, but ti on, interfaith outreach and pro- through cultural skits, children sing-
that we· be willirig to listen to the moting peace~ She;: is one.of the most . in_g, video presentations, Quranic 
· other voices and positions, that we influentialAmericaii Musliffi women recitations, a lunch cafe, and con:-
be open to the possibility of new ofour .time. tinuation of guided tours, cultural 
understanding and personal and The celebration weekend hosts displays and book fair. 
communal transformation that can a smorgasbord of activities that are The. programs have been made 
emerge. Through dialogue we hope educational, tasteful, enjoyable and possible with the generous support 
to find common concerns and com- visually pleasing and are all open ofXavier University, Helal and Laila 
mon ground. Our beliefis that what- to the public. All events, other than El-Sewedy and the Islamic Center 
Thanksgiving 1.01 
Roast~urkey with Sausage Stliffing . Green Bean "Casserole · ~ . . . :: . . . ' . . .... , .'- .. "... ' 
community 
The Center and its community 
have been major influencing factors 
in the dynamics and successes of 
Greater Cincinnati in many areas. Its 
leaders and community are a very 
well educated community that lias 
been embedded into the fabric of 
Cincinnati from the early 1960s. It 
has grown froin a handful of fami-
lies at that time to nearly 25,000 
Muslims in the Greater Cincinnati 
area. Those engaged and commit-
ted to the Islamic Center and its mis-
sion of"Building Bridges" also con-
tribute significantly to and hold 
major influential positions in many 
key localorganizations. They and 
the Muslim community at the Is-
lamic Center of Greater Cincinnati 
invite all to come celebrate, share, 
learn and build the bridges for the 
future. 
·. ' . . '. 
· 256.million 
.·.· • rdu'/ln~~d: 4 oz .. (112 of 8-oz. pkg.) You.'i/'~~edll ·lb. bulk pork .saus~ge, 
i:rearit·checse; softened;;I Tbsp. milk; 1·· . divi~ea; J•l/2 c,ups.hot.water;.2pkg, (6 
'fbsp. ·sugar L tub~ (8. oz.) whipped top•· oz. each) stuffing .mix (or chicken, di~ 
ping; thawed; divided; i. gniham pie crust . vided; I frozen whole turkey (lO lb~). 
You.'li need:.2 bags.(16 oz.,each):fro~ 
zen Fre11ch-cut greell bean's,· thawed; 1 · 
· 1\Jrkey·Riddles: · Tlie:preHminary estimate ofthe · 
. ,, number .. ofturkeys raised>:in the · 
t.Jitit~d 'stiitesin 2oos. 'l'~e · · 
(6 oz.);J cup milk; 1 can (15 oz.) pump· thawed; 1/4 tsp .. salt . · 
kin; 2'·pkg. (4~serving size each) vanilla . Preheat oven to 325°F. Brown half . 
flavored '.instmit pudding and pie filling; 1 of the sliusage~in,large; skill«~'91l;JJ1e~ium 
~sp:· ground cinnamon; "112 tsp~ ground ·heat; drain, reserving 1/4_ cup of the drip• 
ginger;· :t/4 '.t5p.· ground cfoves pings. Place· reserved ·drippings ill large 
·,• i'.:¥ix cream cheese,. J Tbsp. milk and bowl. Stir in hot water.Add f pkg.·ofthe 
the. ~ugarin ·•large bowl with wire whisk stuffing mix and the cooked sausage; . stir 
.until· well blended. Gently stir in half of just until moistened. Rinse turkey with 
the whipped topping. Spread onto bot· cold water. Sprinkle neck and body cavi· 
tom of crust; Pour I cup milk into large ties with siilt; stuff lightly with sausage 
liowt- Add pumpkiri, dry pudding mixes mixture. Truss turkey; place in large 
3rid spices. Beat with wire whisk 2 min. roasting pan. Bake 3 hours or until tur• 
or .until well blended. (Mixture will be key is cooked through. Brown rc.:main· 
thick.)Spread. over cream cheese layer. ing sausage; drain, reserving 1/4 cup of· 
. can (10-3/4 oz:):conderisedcreamof. 
mushroom soup; -1 cup, cheese dip;_ 1-112 . 
cups hot water; i/4. cup (112 stick) mar-
garin'e; ·tpkg. (6 oz) stuffing iiiix':ror 
chicken· ··' · · ·· . ., · 
Prehear' oven to' 350~F; i Mix1 beans,:•; 
soup and cheese dip in 2~quart i:assen>le; 
Add water to margari~e iii .medium bowl; · 
stir until margarine is melted. Add stuff-
ing mix; itir just ·Untihlloistehed. Spoon 
over bean mixture.Bake -30.min. or until 
heated through: 
The Ultimate Leftover Turkey.Sand-
wich 
. Yo11 'I/ need: 2. slices multigi'ain 
.bread;l Tbsp. mayonaise; 3 oz .. oven-
. .WHY DID'THEYLETTHE 
TURKE.YJOIMTHE BAND?. 
BECAUSEHEl-IADTHE. 
bR.ulinsticKs . . , .... ·:· 
WHY.DID THf=POLICEARREST · 
THE TURKEY? 
THEY SUSPECTED IT.OF FOWL 
. ·. PLAY 
Refrigerate:4.hours or u.ntil set. Top with · the drippings .. Prepare remaining stuff-
rc.:ri,iafoing whipped topping just before ing mix as directed on pkg. for less moist 
·~efving. StOre·:leftover-pie in refrigera- stuffing; substituting. rc.:served cooked 
for:· sausage dnppings:for.the butter.·Mix:in· 
i'oasted turkey breast, sliced, or shredded WHAT DID THE TURKEY SAY 
cooked turkey; 112 cup preparedsniffing . .· . 
sausage, Place.turkey ·on serving: platter. 
Spoon additional cooked stuffing: around 
turkey just before serving. 
mix:f<ir Turkey; 2 Tbsph:ranberry sauce· ·BEFORE IT WAS ROASTED? 
. Spread r of the bread slices with 
dressing ...• Top with turkey,· stuffing,. cnin- BOYi l'M STUFFED I. 
.. berry saui:e· and second brea"d'slice. . . 
'1. ' .. " . ···: • .i. . . ··,,\····· 
At Quiimipfa.c University School of Law, you'll find everything you need to succeed. 
. . . .. . •' ,., '· 
From a challenging yet supportive academic environment to facuity members '. ·.• 
. . . . .. ' .. 
who will become intellectual colleagues. From ~e-client clinics to real-world 
externs~ps. Plus ar..nual merit scholarships ranging froln $3,000 to full tuition. . ··.' . '· ' . 
For more information, visit http://Jaw.qliinnipiac.edu or c8111-800-462-:i:944. 
• • • . ·I. ' 
~rkeys: produced in. 2004, weighed 
7.3 ~ilifoll jlounds aJtogether·anel 
were valued af$3.l billion: 
·(Soim:e: USDA National Agricul~ 
tiJnil StatistiCs.: Sci'Vice at http://· 
. ,wWV...u~da;govinass/) 
. 998 million pounds 
Total pumpkin :production· of·· 
major pumpkin-producing states in 
2004. Illinois, with a production of 
457 millfon pounds,· led the coun-
try. Pumpkin patches in Califor-
nia, Ohio, Michigan, Pennsylvania 
and New York : each produced at 
least 70 million pounds worth. The 
. value of all the pumpkins produced 
. by these states was about $100 mil-· 
lion. (Source: USDA National Ag· 
ricultural Statistics Service at http:/ 
/W\VW.usda.gQv/nass/) 
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thousands of .d.ollars worth of prizes 
CAITLIN BURCHILL 
Contributing Writer 
friends and family. 
The event will imitate an actual 
episode of the game show but, un-
along with pl~nty of other "Price is 
~ight" games will be played on 
s.tage by· student .participants. 
Students are required to obtain 
complimentary tickets in order to 
. participate ,in·the show. 
· The ticke.ts Get your homemade T-shirts 
ready now. "The Price is Right" is 
coming to Xavier! 
fortunately, the 
actual Bob 
Barker will not 
be making an 
appearance to 
host the event. 
..-----------__;~---------------., are available at 
Immediately following the men's 
basketball game (or around 9 p.m.) 
on Saturday, the Apartments Resi-
dence Advisor Staff will be putting 
on Xavier's own rendition of 
television's longest running game 
show. 
Students are invited to "come on 
down" to Gallagher Student Center 
after the basketball game for their 
chance to win some impressive 
prizes. The show is being sponsored 
by the Office of Residence Life and 
Weekenders, and it is open to Xavier 
students and their no·n-student 
Game show 
attendees will 
have to settle for 
a student imper-
sonator of the 
legendary game 




c i t i n g 
C Ii ffhangers, 
ICON COURTESY OF ALEX KENNEY 
Low attendance for 
conf ere nee on refugees 
ner, which causes additional example, some complained about 
cost and burden to the com- · the sheriff of Butler County who 
munity. A problem especially has publicly expressed his desire 
exists·for immigrant mothers to rid the county of illegal aliens. 
who do not receive prenatal Participants b.egan to brain- · 
care and thus place th~mselves st9,rm about ho.w,Jo. u~i.l!:z.e public 
and their child at risk. refations methods to· transform 
Under the direction of Pro-:· people's biases and prejudices:· .· 
fessor Hilreth Lanig and the Junior Jess Fullenkamp has 
Nursing Code of Ethics, the worked with many other Xavier 
graduate. nursing students students in tutoring children refu-
hope to make changes to the gees, and believes that the best 
RTESYOFWWW.SERV1NG.FAM1L1Es.0RG current health care system and way to overcome stereotypes is to 
JOE HALL 
Contributing Writer 
promote the health of all types become a part of people's lives. 
of families that reside in the com- Jess says that Dr. KathleenSmythe, 
munity. wlio teaches African History. at 
From 9 a.m. until 4 p.m. on Sun- "The most startling and.interest- Xavier University, is encouraging 
day the International. Center of ing thing is that. not many people her studentst~doj~st that. .. 
Greater Cincinnati hosted a. confer- came," says Dr. James Buchanan,· For the third semester now, Dr. 
ence at the Schiff Family Conference the director of the Brueggeman Ceo- Smythe 'has been asking her stu-
Center to support refugees, immi- ter, who attended the conference. dents to tutonefugees through the 
grants, and asylees living in the area. Of the 200-300 people who were ex~ Catholic.Social Services Refugee 
The Bruggeman Center for Dia- pected to come, only about 100 Resettlement Program. Beyond the 
logue as well as the Xavier Univer- showed. sfudents who participate while trik-
. sity Masters level, nursing program · While the U.S. Census Bureau ingDr. Smythe's courses, there are 
were actively involved with the pub~ reports that only 28,000 foreign born·· ·aoouf20 students woo . continue· 
lie forum. · - people live ill the Greater Cincinnati , . ·to-participate in the program even. 
The object of the conference was·· a'rea, 'ICGC argues that there are . after they trike her course. 
for the 20-30 agencies in attendence probably 60,000-100,000 Hispanics; Students feel that they are learn-
.to hear directly from immigrants 14,000-15,000 West Africans; and ing more than those whom they are 
about the problems and difficulties 8,000- IO,OOO people from the Middle ·· tutoring. · . 
which they face. . East; notto mention ~oreans; East~ ... · For information ()n what you , 
Much of the discussion dealt with erri Europeans; North,'. South, and . call do to help refugees in the Cin-
issues of housing, transpoi:tation, East Africans; J apafiese; Indians;:. '. Cinnati area visit www,icgcinci.org. \ 
employment, education, health care,· and others. . .. · .··· Ifyou are intere~ted in volunt~er~ ; · 
social services, and legal· issues.· Given these numbers, it is indeed .' illg, c0ntact Natalie Fair-Albright ; ' 
Just some of the particulare prob- "startling"that only 100 people 'at- at .. : (513) 621-0284 ·:· or~> 
!ems fac.ing undocumented refugees tended tne conference. Those who . fai~bright@h()tmail.coi.n1 . . ··. 
that were dicus~ed include inabilicy were present explainedt~atthe 
to obtain drivers licenses or collect .. low attendance was di.ie 
worker's compensation, and the fe~t largely to the fact *_at nwst 
of being reported that keeps many refugees are afraid ·fo be in· 
undocumented refugees from enroil- . . public view. 
ing their children jn publi.c schools. · Making matters worse for . 
The nursing program students refugees are the negative atti.,.: 
were particularly interested ill ·the tudes many Americans ~ave . 
topics ofhealth care for' immigrants. towards immigrants and for- . 
Many undocumented immigrants eigners, especially thps~ W,lj.o .. 
have a fear of the health care system' stay ·in the country ill~gaHY, . ., 
or cannot access. it·in a timely man- During the confer~n~~· ~~~··: ·_'~1-isiro_qpt,iRrsyQ'~~',.;'·~ANr~i~.Ci~cY.,_o~~ 




.. through Friday 
of thi.s week, 
I I :30 a.m. until 
. I:30p.m. 
With rin All 
Card, students 
are allowed ·a 
pair of free tick-
ets so that 
they can bring 
friends who 
may not be 
Xavier stu-
dents. 
The non-students;however, will 
· not be eligible to win prizes. Tickets 
to the event are limited. 
When asked about the prizes, . 
Apartments Residence Advisor Alex · 
Kenney proudly said, ''The prizes 
are going to be awesome!" 
While he would not disclose 
what the prizes are, he did say that · 
"there will literally be thousands and 
thousands of dollars worth of prizes 
given away." 
To any broke college student 
who may be reading this, that means 
that it is worth your while. 
The only way to know what the 
prizes are is to pick up a ticket at 
Gallagher. this week and prepare 
yourself to "Come on down!" on 
Saturday night. · 
'"THE XA,VIER NEWSWIRE 
·;. 
·.· 
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Sara Rowell, 
Ed_itor 
THANKSGIVING BREAK SHUTTLE TO HAVE: A CLUB? NEED MoNEY? 
' DAYON AIRPORT. F'INDOUTWHATCLUBBUDGETSAREALLABOUT. COME' 
A shuttl~ will leave o~ We'?1esda;y, November 23 
1 
To A BUDGET INFORMATIONAL Sm;ioN ON WEDNESDAY 
at 9 am from Bellarmme Circle and take students· · . . , 
to the Dayton Airport. Another shuttle will pick NOVEMBER 30TH AT 8:00 PM. Tm: SENATE FINANCIAL 
students up from the Dayton Airport at 6 pm on AFFAIRS_ CoMM!Tin: W1LL SHOW rou HOW IT's DONE. 
Sunday, November 27. There will be a $5 · BUDGET INFoRMATioNAL Sm;ioNS ARE MANDATORY. 
cbarge/way·for students taking the shuttle to the CHOOSE TO ATTEND NOW OR EARLY NEXT SEMESTER. 
Dayon Airport. ,, 
Tbose· wanting 'to take the Dayton Shuttle should 
bring theiinioney to GSC Room.214 between 9 
am and 5 pm, Monday throug!J.· Friday. Students 
should submit their shuttle requests and money no 
later than5 pm on Monday, Nov. 21. 
Interested students should send an e-mail to 
mallishj@xavier.edu 'or call x8988. 
FREE AIRPORT SHUTTLE SERVICE 
· . StudentGovernment ·Ass~cfation proudly presents a '-
. -free shuttle service.to.the Cincinnati.(CVG) Airport 
. . for students for Thanksgivipg Break.· 
Shuttles will depmtfromBellann~~ Cir~le on 
'.: · Tuesday, ·November22, at.2:00 PM,A;OO:P~ and 
. · 6:00 P'fyf, and Wednesday,· November 23 at. 8:00 
AM, JO:OOAM,.a1Jd 12 PM 
Shuttles will return from the airport-on Sunday, 
November·27, at 2:00 PM, 4:00 PM, 6:00 PM, 8:00 
PM, and 1 O:OO PM . . 
Those wishing to use the service need to register in 
· advance by sendii:Jg ~ email to 
mallishi@xaviet.edu~. Please,include your name,· · 
.•.... _ Jocalpbone.1:11JJDber,:thetiID:e of#Je sb.utt]~y~~ _ .: . 
.::'~-:wo·wCi·fikd'to:aeP:mt·oli;'·im.d'tlJe.time:'ofthe::shuttle~.-
. . ' ' : : ·yo~ woulci like to refum on. . . 
Requests received:after S:OO PM on SUiiday, .·· · 
.. , · .· November:20, wi11 not be.accepted. , -
.. ~ ,: ·.:.·. 
·CONTACT'MARluS MARTIN AT 
MlumNMT@XAVIER.EDU WITH QUESTIONS. 
...-----·----------,.------·--·-
SGA-LECTURE SERIES: 
. jOSEPH WILSON 
FORMER us AMBASSADOR 
"DEBATING THE WAR IN IRAQ" 
THE BIGGEST 5cANoAL.5INCE WATERGATE 
UNFOLDS ON XAVIER'S CAMPUS 
DECEMBER STH, 2005 
8:00 PM 
CINTAS Cem:R.'s 5ouFF FAMILY 
CoNFERENCE CENTER 
- ....... ;;: ·"':' ... , ' .. 
· • . fICKETSm 
$S/STUDENT . 
· $lQ/fACUt:lY OR SfAFF __ 
.. $15/ciENERAL PUBUC . - · • · 
· Olil'sAu:.NoviIN.THe·CJNTAS'oox oFFicE . 
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JOHN LAFOLLETTE 
KELLY SHAW 
On the Web: http://www.xavier.edu/newswire 
Th• Xt1vier New•wir• is published weekly lhrough-
out the school year, except during yacation and final ex-
ams, by the students uf Xavier University. 3800 Victory 
Parkway, Cincinnati, OH 45207-2129. 
The staff editorial is writli!n by a different staff mem-
ber each week and does not necessarily renect the sen-
timents of the entire staff. It is also not the sole responsi-
bility or the Opinions and Editorials editor. ti> write iL · 
Thestate111C11ts and opinions of The Xavier Newswire. 
are not necessarily those of ~"' sludenl body. faculty or 
administration of Xavier. The statements and opinions of 
a columnist do not necessarily renect those of editors or 
general staff. 
Subscription rates un: $30 per year ur $IS per se-
mester within the USA and un: prorated. Subscription 
inquiries should oo directed to Bryon Lorton, S 13-745-
3067. 
Advertising Inquiries should oo directed to Rachel 
Fischer. Advertising· Manager. 513-745-3561. ' 
One copy· or Tht Xt1Vier New•wire, distributed on 
campus, is free per person per week. Additional copies 
are 25 cents. · 
Xavier University is an acadcrnicconununilycom; 
milted lo equal opportunity for iill persons. 
.·. ;;> ····• .••.• ~~~~f • .;;:.,, •. \>·1;~ 
Dta:,.·somebod.~:·s·ay,··w1slt~·x·:;' .. :!~ · ...... :.· ...... ~''Mekk~:·'.r~kk~·:_.fit;·/}~_·_/·.,·:···· ·.:; 
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Walking Distanceto Xavier 
*Contact Kathy at 513-460;.0154* 
. ','.· 
t What is your next step? where is your path leaqing you? . · 
! . 
We welcome you to attend the 2nd annual Peace and· 
Justice Volunteer Fair on Monday November~28, 2005. 
It will .be ht:Id in Schiff Family ~onference Center • · 
· 7:00 pm to 9:00 pm. -
Thi~ volunteer fair is an opportunity to meet representativesfrom . 
agencies and orga~izations working for. social • ~hange locally, 
nati~nally, and internationally. s·ome .of the ol'gariizations are 
Jesui~ Volunteer Corps, Habitat for Humanity, Am~iicotj>s, 
Camp Joy, Notre Dame Vohlnteers, Alliance ·Jor,Catholi9 
Education, Maryknoll, and many others. There are sernce : 
placements for a wide range of majors and interests .. -· ·' 
• Sponsored by Peace and J ustic~ Programs and Center.for.Career. · 
and,Lea.dership Development · .. ·. 
For further questions contact Drew P(lters .· · 745-:3706 .. · ·. · · 
vier.edu 




*Free Heat& Water 





$355 and up 
http://w-wW.apartmentSincinti.com 
Manager: Ait 513-961-3786 
Office: 5,1.3-474-5093 · 
Earn: Extra $$$$$·Over Whiter Break 
.·.. Seasonal/Holiday Help Wanted 
TheHoneyBak~ -Ham Company Is hiring for 
~eason3.1Jholiday employment at all of our IOcations 
*No Eipenence Needed* *Meals Provided* 
*Flexible Schedule* *Store Closed on Holidays* 
Please call ()r fill out an application at the store closest to yoll: 
FairlaWn 330-867-9770 eanmn 330-966-7727 
Ch~pei Hilt Mall 330-630-1400 . Lexington-tcr 859-27~~ 
',/" ... ' . 
Fem Creek~KY 502-239-9292 Louisville-KY 502-89>6001 . , .. 
· Fl~rence-KY 859-371-7171 . JJecchmont 513474-0022 
o_reerilreC M:au-fv 812-284-1799 Colerain 513-385-'?440 
Fi~lds Ertel. I 513-583-8792 ... Kenwood 513-891-9411 
1'.• 
216-3Sl"'ll77 Lyndhurst· .. 440-646-1800 ~ 
M~p1e li~ights 216-663-3450 
,. 
F.astm 614-42&-lSOO . . . ' . ' ' . 
·McNaugli~ center 614-863-9963 Centerville 937-439-0707 ..... ·.. .,, · . 
. ·saWmm Roall 614-764-1717 . .~ 33():9{;s.()(joo '·. 
440-3s6-044o West Broad Plaza 614-275-3200 Rocky River 
Willoughby 440-946-85_85 Strongsville 440-846-4400 
Salem Consumer uare 937-854-2600 
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Itliasgoneby~ynam~: Sum- Warrior Forge 
mer Camp. Advanced Camp, The ·? • 
~DevelopmentandAs8ess-- · timed two-mile run. 
. cises (STX). 
AtsquadSTX, thecohesiveness 
of the squads' cadets are put to the 
test in realistic tactical combat en-
. vironments. 
ment course, but this year, it was . . Graded by a committee of Sec-
called Wauior Forge. ·. . . . . ond Lieutenants who are highly' 
Every summer, thousands of pa~ trained and calibrated on Army stan-
dees fromRorc programs across the dards for this event, each cadet must 
nation conveige in' Ft. L~wis, Wash .. make minimum standards in each 
to rest lheir leadership skills with each · 
·other and be evaluated by Cadet 
Command Cadre. 
This year, Xavier sent 19 of their 
ownMSIIls for their last and mo~trig­
orous evaluation before they are 
commissioned as officers iri the 
United StatesArmy. Warrior Forge is · 
a 33 day course that gives cadet:S the 
oppodunity to show their leadership . 
potential amongst total strangers, 
Thirteen of these 33 day periods are 
run throughout the. summer, each be-
ginning about four days apart and 
each being co~idered their own regi-
meoL· 
Upon arrival, each cadet goes 
through in-processing procedures be-
fore being assigne<:f to a platoon, with . 
whom he or she will be living in the 
same building for the next month. 
After a few days of medical check-· 
ups designed to ensure that each ca-
det is physically capable of c:omplet-
~g the rigorous requirementfi of War-. 
rioc Falge. the training kicks off with 
lWO of the most important events. 
Fust. each cadet takes the Army 
Physical Fitness Test(APFI). One of 
the most heavily w,eighted compo-
nents of a cadet's overall Warrior 
~ CVlduation, the APFf tests ca-








. The sec-. 
tant event 












ability to successfully find points in 
~lie Ft. Lewis woods given just 8-
digit grid coordinates. Armed with 
no~hing but a flashlight, a map, and 
a compass, each cadet moves out un-
der the night sky in search of the 
alphanumerical codes that corre-
spond with the points they have 
been . given. 
. delS' _physical prowess and training 
in three events: two Dtimites of push-
ups. two mitiutes of sit-ups, and a 
_Upon completion of the course, 
the cadets spend the ·night in the 
. field un~er the elements, and tl:ien 
Xavier yearbook: 
··better off dead? 
lam writing in response to the stOry, 
"RIP: Xaviec Yearbook," in which the 
reasons cited. for the Mus 
ADnual's dCmise are "la 
interest and poor Sal 
. I would c00n 
students, but 'even . 
die 'SOs, · '60s, '70s, 
. ve some continuity. 
many may think that a. 
yearbook is only .relevent to the stu- · 
dents featured in it, we are, in reality, 
'ng ourselves of history. 
ts. in 50 years, looking at 
froin the first I 0 years 
nium, will See noth- · 
hoto spreads that 
rthwhile. 
· ght be worth a 
it would have 
was an intro-
n stats for-the 
included. · . 
dent,lonly 
e yearbook as 
wake up to conduct the day portion. 
A third evaluated event early on 
in Warrior Forge is three days ofBa-
sic Rifle Marksmanship (BRM). 
These'three days on the range begin 
with utilization of the zeroi.ng range 
and laser sighting systems for the 
. Ml6A2 weapons system, ensuring 
that cadets understand the basic prin-
ciples of marksmanship and have 
modified their issued weapons· to 
their own ~ay of firing. . . 
Upon completimi, cadets move 
to the qualification range fo~ a prac-. 
tice run and record fire on the com-
puter scored 300-meter p0p-up tar-
get range. Based on .their perfor-
mance, cadets qualify as marksman, 
sharpshooter, or expert. 
. Following BRM training, the~e 
are several events focused on devel-
oping and evaluating cadets' soldier-
'ing skills and personal courage. 
At combat water survival training 
· (CWS1), cadets_ 
are tested on ba-
sic swimming 
skills and other 
confidence 
building exer-: 
cises, such as _a 
blindfolded 
leap off a diving 
platforin. 
Two days of 
confidence 
training in-
c I u d e 
rappelling, 
pontoon train-
ing; an obstacle 
course, and a 
zip:.Jine over 
water called the 
"Slide for Life:' 
At individual 
tactical training 
(ITT), cadets. are able to test NBC 
equipment, complete the Audie 
Murphy Assault.Course, throw a live 
· hand grenade, fire a squad automatic 
'Yeapon (SAW), and call for indirect 
artillery fire on targets down range. 
Starting with the. field leadership 
reaction course (FLRC), training 
moves toward squad-based leadership 
Sl;Cnarios, the culmination of which 
is 11 days in the field. for squad and 
patrolling situational tactical exer-
Each squad member is made 
squad leader for two different mis-
sions: one straightforward com-
bat mission and one "variable" 
lane in which the squad ieader is 
confronted with obstacles like ci-
vilians on the battlefield, IEDs, and 
mine fields. 
After Squad STX, the squad 
links up with another squad for Pa-
trolling STX. The larger unit size 
leads to increased leadership re-
sponsibility and greater mission 
. intensity. 
During Patrolling STX, the pa-
trol must set up and sleep i ri a real-
istic patrol base, sometimes en-
countering probing fire at night. 
· Rounding off the training with 
a day of hand-to-hand combative 
training, Warrior Forge· wound 
down with out-processing proce-
dures and preparation for the 
graduation ceremony. 
At graduation, a wide array of 
.VIPs spoke on what it means to be 
an Army officer, and cadets even . 
got to see some of their own squad 
members' comm.ission. 
Overall, Warrior Forge 2005 
completed its mission by living up 
to its name, and forging the future 
·warriors and leaders of the United 
States Army. 
-CDT Sam Landes 
Class of '06 . 
- STAF;F EDITO-R'lAL 
Res hall crashers 
Oh, ~pus-Owelling Xavier stu-
dent, how we love thee! · . 
When we return from class feel-
ing lethargic, the stench frOm your 
hallway ~ks up our sinuses! 
Your urine in. the elevator shaft 
makes our mornings so much 
brighter; your-vomit in the garbage 
can leaves us breathless! 
And how can.we evec thank you 
for .so tenderly raz0ring our couches 
and adorning our study lounges 
with freshly extracted .stuffing'! 
In fact, we love you so much that 
we will eagerly run to the RA. of-
' fice between the homs of? p.m. and 
10 p.m. this Week to contribute fl .50 
. each to your efforts! 
moved. 
This conscious decision-making 
implies a general lack of respect th~ 
· we find pathetic. 
. Is it the ''I'm too cool to clean up 
after myself' mindset? Or perhaps the 
11y-the time you reach 
the Univenay level you 
should have a btJSic . 
. respeftforprop~ mu/ ' 
people, niJ matter who 
you.are. 
, 
Sigh. "Fight the .man; I pay enough to go 
· ·We are not sure .what is to blame here" mentality'! 
.. fortherecentsurgeofresidencehall To address the first: we are unirii-
damage-infliction, but we are not · · pressed. 
· ~used. _ By the time you reach the univer-
Were tht;re only afew isQlated in- silj level, you should. have a basic 
· cidents, the problem could be cred.:. respect for property and People. no. 
ited to mere inebriatio~ibly. · matter who you are. 
humoroustosome,repulsivetomost · It is .appalling when halls that 
However, reeent incidents seem houseXavier'sstudentbody gems--
more deliberate; pri7.ed athletes. distinguished RCJfC 
·For instance, once Residence members, and tomorrow's CEOs-
.Life started tracking down and fin- reek of blatant rudeness and rancid 
ing people in the Commons who left garbage. 
garbage bags in the hallway, garbage And $ for the latter: Xavier Uni-
bags started appearing in less obvi- · versity does nOt pay far residence hall 
ollS places with identifiable materi- damages·...,.. fello\y Sbi<lents (under-
: als (like pieces of DiBil) carefully re- standably pissed off at you) shel' out 
the money. 
Nor does Xavier University 
clean up the m~inslead, em-
ployees wh9 already work long 
hours without sufficient benefits 
wipe your vomit off the wall. 
There are better ways to fight 
the man. 
A simple conversation with one 
· of these employees is enough to 
make a person lose faith in human-
ity . 
Vomit is nasty enough, but trash 
left on light fixtures and cakes in-
tentionally smashed into ceilings . 
are rude and pointless. 
ActionsliJce·these, both willful 
"comedic" acts by dninken numb-
skulls, and acts oflaziness, i.e. the 
individuals on the second floor of 
the Commons who' wipe their 
boogers on .the wall (You know 
who you are) are entirely unneces-
sary and ~air to. the employees 
. who clean up after you. 
Would you like it if someone 
came toyourwodc and madeames5 
that you had to clean up? 
Is it presumptuous for us at the 
Newswire to expect that everyone 
would share a common goal of 
clean, odorless residences, sans 
damage and disarray? 
·Please, let's stop the stupidity 
and destructiveness. It truly paints 
. Xavier students .in a bad light. 
• •:T 
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Un-intelligent desi.gli? 
.. . . . 
A C~ITICAL. LOOK AT THE EVOl~UTION CONTROVERSY 
"Our creationist detractors 
charge that evolution is an un-
proved and unprovable charade," 
wrote the brilliant paleontologist 
and Harvard professor Stephen Jay 
Gould, "a secular religion mas-
querading as science." 
Signaling that those charges 
are still part of a contentious c)is-
cussion about the origins of life, 
Kansas's Board of Education just 
recently adopted new standards to 
question the validity of Darwin-. 
ian theory and open the door to 
the teaching in public .schools of 
alternate explanations of biologi-
cal development-most specifi-
cally, the concept of "intelligent 
design." 
IntelJigent design is acknowl-
edged by many observers to be the 
latest spin on the "ere 
concept that Gould 
questioned as a 
To him, 
1k·,~-·; 
ei:s, the co 
~ttempts to ilitr . . . o.; 
science into public s~ho~I curricu-
It is a regular experience for a 
lot of people. When discussing 
with your friends what you want 
to do the upcom~ng weekend, 
some of them always plan to "get 
. really wasted," and, undoubt-
edly, ~hose that planned to will .. 
One has to: sit back and ask: . 
what drives people to want to do:. 
something like this? · · 
Could forgetf 
have done, hav· 
.. ache the next 





point in t1 
ready had 
. drinks; and 
verge of h 
I am go' 
already k 
der 21, it 
lums as an attempt to advance a re- Despite. the fact that they have · choose,'' the court in the Arkansas 
ligiou~ philosophy where the state tried; in pressing the intelligent de- · case added, "they cannot property 
cannot condone such an intrusion, sign theory, tq distance themselves . describe the methodology as sci-
and which is specifically prohib- fromtheirfaith,supporters·~avestill entific, if they.start with the con-
ited by the First Amendment's es- · not been able to convince the clusion and refose to change it re-
tablishment clause. . courts that I~D. can stand on its own ·· gai:dless of the ~vidence developed 
echo, in. a different ~ntext,. die 
Court~s appraisal.ofhowinfdliptt · 
design was researched 3od pro-
moted. · 
Just as creationists start with the 
premise that the theol}[ of emlu-· 
tion is flawed ands · . · · The intelligent design adher- a8 a body of knowlecige apprdpri~ during the course of the investiga-
ents, as well as their creationist pre- . ate for science classes: · 
· decessors, have aggressively at~ · 
tacked evolutionary theory as be-
. ing no more valid a'set of answers 
than their own explanation of the 
origin of life. 
In fact, they co 
· lution is merely a, 
entific fact, an 
vigorous deb. 
quiry .. 
If it is. 
'lntellig~ 
fails as _sci 
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For those of you .who think lose. their balance when they 
you are the only one who isn't _drink. · · .. 
binge. drinking, you ·are. not. ·. Akohol also destroys your 
alone: ·Only 42.5 percent of foll- ·• · ability to think. cle · 
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LINDSAY SLOCUM 
Asst. Diversiorzs Editor 
Loyal readers who we~e so 
concerned about bird flu, rei;t.yo.ur 
worried minds. There is a new 
Asian plague infecting the Ameri-
can population: .Sudoku ('Su' 
translates as number and 'Doku' 
as singular or solitary). 
· The simple Japanese grid 
puzzle is replacing crossword 
puzzles and logic problems in cof-
fee houses and train commutes 
everywhere: Each puzzle can be 
solved by logic alone, so math 
phobics: keep reading. 
So what's with the new craze 
often· compared to the Rubik's 
Cubecrazeofthe 1980s? Sudoku 
is a placement puzzle, also known 
as "Number Place" in the United 
States. The aim of the puzzle is to 
enter a numeral from one through 
nine in each cell of a 9x9 grid 
· The puzzles are already pub-
lished in four national l)ewspapers. 
According to BB.C, plans are afoot 
to add the game to cell phones, and 
a board game and television show 
· are in the works. National booksell-
ers Barnes· & Noble have entire 
tables of books r"eady for purchase 
as holiday gifts. 
Quick Rules 
• Each row, column, and 
smaller 3x3 .square 
uregion" must contain . 
the numbersl'"'.9. 
•There can be no repeat 
numbers inthe sections. 
•There is . only une 
solution. 
• You must not talk. 
about Sudoku. 
made up of 3x3 subgrids (called CNN calls Sudoku a "madden-
"regions"), starting with various ingly addictive Japanes~ number 
numerals given in some cells (the IOgic puzzle which has become a 
"givens"). bona fide craze." Why has this 
Each rqw, column and region puzzle caused such a fuss? 
must contain only one instance of "It's simple, yet challenging. It's 
each numeral. Completing the easy to learn, easy to do, but every 
puzzle requires patience and logi- puzzle is different, so it never gets 
cal ability. boring. You· know, Heather from 
"I'm addicted," says my mom. work likes them, too," Mom says. 
"I. h.ave to do at least one .every In. addition to trying out our 
nightbefore I goto bed. It helps ·.,puzzle published this week, newly 
to get my mind off the events of addicted readers· can p~ay a.t 
the day, so I can fall asleep easier." www:websudoku.com. 
r. 
\... 
·· T:ry your own Sudoku puzzle 
_;) 
1 2 
3 4. 5 6 
6 .. 1 3 
7' 8 4 
2 5 8 4 
9 6 2 
3 7 5 
9 1 7 3 
4· 8 
\;. THE SOLLJTION TO THIS PUZZLE IS ()N THE NEXT PAGE •. 
. New Releases· 
The following discs are due for release on or before Nov. 21 .... 
4HimEncore ... For Future Generations (Sony) ... Akon Trouble (Uni-
versal) .... Big Boi Got Purp, Vol. 2 (Sony) ... Bob Marley The Legend 
Live (Drive-Thru) ... Buckethead Kaleidoscalp (Tzadik) ... Carly Simon. 
On Moonlight Serenade on the Queen Mary II (Sony) ... Frank Sinatra 
Duets I Duets ii: His 90th Birthday Collection (lnterscope) ... Gordon 
Lightfoot Harmony (Linus Canada) ... Hit the Lights Until We Get 
Caught (Triple Crown) 
... All dates are tentative. 
DIVERSIONS 
•':'.'• ~1 . ~· 
IMAGE COURTESY OF WWW.TAIPEITIMES.COM 
Many major ·newspapers are nc~w carrying daily Sudoku puzzles. 
ti·erefsa .. sample, with the answers 
1 2 3· 
1 5 6 
2 ·7 1: 8 
3 2 5 
7 9 5 6 
7 s. 4 
. 1 8 5· 7 
6 1 4 2 
8 
9 1 2 8 3 7 6 4 
4 7 8 1 5 6 .2 3 
s· .. ·3 
.:. ' 
·6 4 2 9. 7 1 
8 4 3 2 6 5 1 9 
7 ·2 ·g 3 4 1 5 8 
6 5 1 7 9 8 4 2' 
1 8 5 9 7 2 3 6 
3 9 7 6 1 4 8 5 
2 6 4 5 8 3 9 7 
·. . ' 
live Wires 
Wednesday, November 16 
.. Shotgiln on Blonde 
@Viper Room 
Thursday, Noyember 17 
The Honorary Title ·· 
@Top Cat's 
. Friday, November 18 
Rally Six 
. •.l ~-
@ Harrison Theater 
Saturday, October 19 
Cathedrals 
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Diversions. Desk: 745-2878 
newswire~diversions@xavier.edu 
'Harry Potter 4' 
The International House, the 
Romero Center, and Men 4 Oth-
ers are sponsoring an early show-
ing of "Harry Potter and the Gob-
let of Fire" at 7:30 p.m. on Thurs-
day at AMC in Newport. Tickets 
are $6 for students and $8 for 
adults, and can be purchased from 
11 :30 a.m. to 3 p.m. on the first 
floor of the Gallagher Student 
Center through Thursday. Only 
two tickets may be purchased per 
All Card. For more information, 
email stockhausenel@xavier.edu. 
Diwali 
The South Asian Society is pre-
sen ti.ng Diwali: A Festival of 
Lights on Wednesday in the 
Gallagher StudentCenter; Tick-
ets are $5, and include· a fashion 
show, a dance, and a full Indian -
buffet . Ticket proceeds will be 
donated to UNICEF. For more 
information or a starting time call 
Sanjeet Grewal at (954) 326-1753. 
Earthquake benefit 
An interriationai' dinner and 
fashion show will· be presented 
from 7 to 9 p.m. on Friday in the 
O'Connor Sports Center. Bring a 
large dish to share or $5 to be do-
nated to victims of the South Asian 
earthquake. Contact Josman 
Rodriguez at 745-2862 or 
rodriguezjm@xavier.edu for more 
information. 
Mall cookout 
A cookout will be held from 11 
a.m. to 2 p.m. Friday on the aca-
demic mall between Bellarmine 
Chapel and Alter Hall. Hotdogs 
may be purchased for $1. All pro-
ceeds will benefit Sr. Fidelia in 
Nigeria, a former Bellarmine 
Chapel parishoner. 
Festival of Lights 
The Office of Human Re-
sources is selling tickets to the 
Festival of Lights at the Cincin-
nati Zoo for $6.50 per ticket, 
which is half the regular admis-
sion for adu~ts. Tickets can be 
purchased in Edgecliff room 104, 
and are being sold on a first~come, 
first-serve basis. 
'Before Night Falls' 
The International Film Series 
will be presenting the film ''Be-
fore Night Falls" at 7 p.m. on 
Thursday in Kelley Auditorium. 
This is a cultural event for students 
of Spanish . 
1 O week of NOVEMBER 16, 2005 DIVERSIONS THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
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''Night, Mothei;' is locked and loaded 
The Xavier Players open an intense studio sho~ this.=-\Neekend • · 
PHOTO COURTESY OF XAVIER PLAYERS 
Monica Bartz-Gallagher (left)· and April Sau line. 
Dave goes to 
. the movies 
Or maybe he just caught part of a commercial 
Dave Jarred 
"Harry Potter IV" 
(sneak peek) · 
After my last re~iew, Warner 
Bros. fronted me two tickets to the 
sneak peek. The fourth installation 
of the Harry Pdtter multi-rilogy 
was a drastic departu~e from the last 
three, as Harry. and his Hogwarts 
cohorts. are now unemployed 
twenty-somethings living in the 
central coast of California. 
After losing their welfare, the 
gang decides to take the next step 
in the life of college grads and start 
a band. With Harry on lead guitar, 
Ron on voice and keyboard, 
Hermione on bass, and Jabberjaw 
on drums, hilarious hijinks ensue. 
The main premise of the movie is 
that the band ends' up driving a van 
made out of compressed marijuana . 
from Mexico to Hollywood due to 
a little misunderstanding., 
While in L.A., the group particF 
pates in a battle of the bands, play~ 
ing under. the name of Goblet of 
Fire. Ron's fantasy metal lyrics 
win them a berth into the final 
round, mainly because the van 
catches on fire outside, and the 
THC-laden smoke pumps into the 
venue's ventilation system, causing 
the audience to contract munchie 
?;" ·.· 
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madness and a hippie-like fascina-
tion with dragons and wizi,rrds. 
In the final round of the gruel-
ing battle, even a moped made of 
PCP cannot help Goblet overcome 
the Wyld Stallions, a San Demas 
high school band featuring two. 
medieval princesses and the Grim 
Reaper. 
The Wyld Stallions destroy Gob-
let of Fire when the Stallions' Bill 
S. Preston, Esquire, shreds on a 
headless Paul Reed Smith guitar and 
Harry can only bow down to his gui-
tar supremacy. 
"G . . h et Ric .... 
or Die Tryin'" 
I really have to give 01' Fifty 
mixed reviews on this one. · 
I really liked the first half of the 
movie because I could relate, a$ I 
used to deal drugs to children liv-
ing in the ghetto when I was in the 
CIA; they used to call me Snow 
White. 
That was probably the most fun 
I ever had with the agency, well, 
aside from having sex. with those 
rvtartians we found in the desert and 
then doming them with a .45. That 
was back when H.W. was running· 
things, though. · 
. I think the movie really kind of· 
peeked at this part because I never 
had to fight for my life to make rap 
music. 
I think it would have been a 
much more accurate biography of 
me if he was shipped out to Af-
ghanistan in the late '80s to kill 
some commies. 
6 1 7 2 3 9 ··m 
3 4 5 8 6 1 
. 
: :~· ' 
·: .. 
2 9 8 5 4 7 
8 2 4 9 5 3 
1 3 1 6 8 4 
9 5 6 7 1 2 
4 6 9. 3 7 5 
1 7 3 4 2 8 




The Xavier Players wiil ·take on 
the heavy topics of depression and 
suicide this weekend with their 
· performances of "'Night, Mother," 
a critically-acclaimed play by 
Marsha Norman. 
Performing Arts director Cathy 
Springfield will direct the two ac-
tors (yes, only two) in the small stu-
dio show. 
Having only two performers in 




Asst. Diversions Edito.r,_. 
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· ,, .. ,, .. ·:·:"OiVey' :··:·:· ... 
After throwing around names 
such as Guster,.T~eZambonis, and 
Interpol, one would have greater ex-
pectations for The Lee Vees. Their 
debut effort, Hanukkah Rocks, ex-
presses enormous potentia;. How-
Story of the Year 







Story of the Year's latest album, 
Jn the Wake of Determination, fea-
tures 13· somewhat disappointing 
songs. 
Now hold on, it's not that the 
music is bad, it's just tediously un-
original. I was hoping Jo hear 
something new from these guys 
~ 
the entire play should be an intimate 
experience for the studio audience. 
It is sure to be a thought-pro-. 
voking play, as it has been widely 
praised for its realistic and gripping 
dialogue. 
April Sauline and Monica Bartz-
. Gallagher .will portray the mother 
and daughter roles, respectively. 
·Their performances will likely be 
intense and emotional, considering 
the heavy subject matter. 
Stage manager Christa Hyson 
describes the play to be "bone-chill-
In Your Ear 
ing." She explains that "the play is 
amazing, so sad, but an intense 
ride." 
The play is highly anticipated, · · 
not only for the acting and the writ-
ing, but also to see how the rough 
subject mattel'is handled. 
Showings will be on Thursday, 
Friday and Saturday at 7 p.m. in the 
Gallagher Student Center Studio 
Theater. 
Tickets are $3 for students and 
staff, and they are $5 for the gen-
eral public. 
ever, it falls short of the bar previ- "How Do You Spell · 
ously set by all parties involved in Channukkahh?" raises a question 
the creation of the album. that has been asked over and over 
On their tour together in April by generations of Jews and goyim 
2005, Ouster's Adam Gardner and alike. However, the song is spoiled 
The· Zambonis' Dave Schneider after about two minutes by children 
were discussing the . lack. of at the.National Spelling Bee dis~ 
Hanunkkah rock and roll. As a re- cussing spelling words such as "oli-
sult, "Hanukkah Rocks" was writ- garchy, solipsism, bouillabaisse, 
· · ten in eight days, just like the Festi- onomatopoeia" and, of coutse, 
val of Lights. Unlike the eight holy everyone's favor.ite pretentious vo-
days of Haunkkah; the LeeVees cabulary' staple, "antidisestab-
should have taken their time. lishmentarianism." 
With lyrics such as "One has The song lists 11 such· words, 
fruit and one has milk I If you 're segueing from a simple, humorous 
lactose intolerant I Take a pill now I question into a cocky showing-off 
It's the choice you're gonna have . of vocabulary terms that every 
to make I The grease is starting to ninth grader memorizes because 
coagulate," in the self-described they think it's funny. 
~·soul Coughing-meets-early REM" Produced · by Peter Katis 
song ''Applesauce Vs. Sour Cream," (Interpol and Get Up Kids) and re-
the album expresses a lack of lyri- leased by JDUB Records, hoine of 
ca~ in~i~ht; . . reggae sensation ·Matisyahu, the .,_ 
. . . . Q!~er so.ngs_seemjust as point- .. ·album holds the musical potenthil ~ 
less, such as the Hawaiian-inspired · tQ write the next Hanukkah anthem 
"At the Timeshare," which is about to replace "Dreidel, Spin, Spin, 
aretiree who longs to be in Flori~a. Spin."· However, next time, The 
Perhaps I am a clueless goy, but I Lee Vees might want to try the tra-
do not make the connection between ditional Thanksgiving to New Years 
Hanukkah.and old people going to holiday season to write their lyrics 
Florida. The song sounds more like instead of eight days as a joke in · 
a numb~r on the Muppet'Show. the back of a tour bus. 
• ' . " , · . . PH COURTESY OF WALLPAPERBASE.COM 
Story ofthe Yea.r: well, at least.they're happy. 
since s~me: 'cif th~i~ past songs ate · If you like to hear more· of this 
much more interesting. '· and nothing revolutionary, then the 
The lyrics to "Five Against the· : . album is worth buying. 
. World" seem especially bland and . . . If you want some similar sound-
predictable: . fog yet better music, might I sug-
"Through all those year~/ g~st som~ earl~ Metallica? Other-
! would've died to be right here/ wise, Y0~. ~111 ~ave to suffer 
. I never thought of backing down/ ~hrough this ifyou~ust wa~t to pop 
With one chance to make a sound.''. m some head-bangmg music on the 
stereo. 
Although they could have spent 
more time on the lyrics, it may not 
have mattered because you can't 
really understand them over the 
abrasive, loud instrumentals. 
Trite lyrics aside, the albu·m is 
still worth your time if you love · 
screamy nu-metal. 
I'm hoping SOTY's next album 
has better lyrics and maybe some-
thing original. 
One can dream. If you think this 
album would interest you, check 
out In the Wake of Determination, 
available now. 
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Today is the final day for un-
dergraduates to withdraw from Fall 
full-term courses. 
With the holiday season rap-
idly approaching, many peoP.le 
are watching their weight. ·With. 
so many homemade, fried, and 
greasy foods, and delicious des-
serts available, it can be very dif-
ficult to make good diet choices. 
By Briana Hansen. To place an item in the calendar, send mail to newswire-calendar@xavier.edu Of course, you could withdraw · 
from all your courses and try and 
make it big in the NFL. You could 
be a legendary quarterback like 
.birthday boy Troy Aikman! Allow me to help. When 
you're looking at whether or not 
you want another slice of the de-
licious cake sitting on the table, 
think about this: Betty Crocker's 
"Thick and Creamy" rainbow 
sprinkle icing is made with non-
fat milk. 
Just think of how healthy 
you'll be because of it! Instead 
of that heavy, high-calorie one 
percent, two percent, or, heaven · 
forbid, buttermilk, you get non-
fat in every delicious tubful. So 
go ahead, indulge in that icing 
and feel good about your nutri-
tion choices. 
The Peer Leadership Team 
hosts a Leadership forum today 
at 5:30 p.m. in the Clocktower 
Lounge. They'll provide free 
pizza and prizes. I hope the prizes 
are something sweet like free 
pizza, because I love free pizza. 
There will be an Interfaith 
Prayer Service in Gallagher Stu-
dent Center room 250 from 4:30 
1 • 
p.m.- 5:30 p.m. They'll provide 
free love and peace, but no pizza. 
.THlJRSDAY 
November 17 
Leaders, leaders everywhere but 
not a politician to smack. The First 
Year Leadership Team will be throw-
ing a Block Party Barbeque behind 
the Campus Ministry House at 6 p.m. 
today. 
Quit smoking. Stop it. Just quit. 
Now. Today is the Great American 
Smokeout Day, and starting at 11 
a.m., you can trade in your cigarettes 
for gum. Heal~h and Counseling ser-
vic.es will be providing information 
on the hazards of smoking, too, so 
go check it out. And stop smoking. 
Have· you always wanted to go to 
a special screening of a movie, but 
never have because you're too busy 
living in a fantasy land? Do you 
want to take that special witch or 
wizard ori a date you will both love? 
Well, here's your chance to prove 
to the rest of the world'just how cool 
you really are! There.will be a spe-
cial screening of the newest Harry 
Potter movie at Newport at 7 :30 p.m. 
It's only $6 for students, so brush up 
on your Quidditch and get your tick-
ets soon. 
Kirstie Alley is an advocate of 
nonfat milk in c~ke icing; 
FRIDAY 
November 18 
This is by far one of the classi-
est days of the entire school year, 
and perhaps the century. First of 
all, there is an International Din-
ner and Fashion show at the 
O'Connor Sports Center at 7 p.m. 
for only $5. 
Or, you could go see the ever 
classy "Don't Tell Anna" impro-
visational comedy show in Kelley 
Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. 
If you're willing to do a little 
legwork, you can continue with 
your, "I'm better than you" atti-
tude at the Sophisticated Dance. 
You'll have to meet in Buenger at 
9:30 p.m. for a scavenger hunt to 
know where the dance will be. 
SAT.l.JRDAY-
November 19 
'Morning Father' is the oppo-
.site of "'Night, Mother." '"Night, 
Mother" is also a play presented 
by the Xavier Players this weekend, 
incl_uding tonight, at 7:30 p.m. in 
the Gallagher Student ·center Stu-
dio Theater. · 
With wit like that which I just 
displayed, I hope somedaylcan be 
one of Barker.'s Beauties on ''The 
Price Is Right."· Convelliently, there · 
is a "Price Is Right" event tonight 
at 9 p.m. in the Gallagher Student · 
Center Theater with lots of prizes. 
S l.J 1\1 DJ\¥ 
November 20 
Today is Name Your PC day. 
rm way ahead of the game with my 
sweet, intelligent, adorable, funny 
best friend and occasional lover, 
Arthur Desktopoly. 
In case you' re as desperate for 
human contact as I am, you can 
check out the XU Jazz Ensemble . 
Concert at 7 p.m. in Edgecliff Hall 
room· 101. TU be waiting for you. 
Just explain to your parents how 
Xavier's prestigious football pro-
gram has trained you for a success~ 
ful career in professional football. 
If they buy it, you probably 
don't have the.genetic material to 
pass your classes anyway. Better 
to kno)v sooner than later. 
TUESDAY 
November 22 
TOday in 1718, the pirate 
Blackbeard was killed off the North 
CarolinaCoast. In 1916,JackLon-
don died. In 1963, JohnF. Kennedy 
was assasinated. And in 1921, 
Rodney Dangerfield was born. Talk 
about depressing. 
Good thing there's a PEP talk at 
1 :30 p.m-. in the Gallagher Student 
. Center room 310. I know it's just 
an acronym. to some, but for me, 
it's a way of life: 
Ah, glorious Thanksgiving 
break. No classes after today, and 
there are tubes of icing with nonfat 
milk waiting for me at home. 
Help Wanted 
For classifieds information, call Lena Abbasi at 745-3561 or e-mail her at Newswire-Classifieds@xaVier.edu 
Caring, organized individuals 
needed to place exchange students in 
local schools and with host families. 
Earn per-student stipend and possibly 
travel to Europe. Call 888-266-2921 or 
email sumckeen@ie-usa.com. 
Math tutors wanted! Mathnasium is 
looking for tutors at its West Chester cen-
ter to work with kids in grades 2-12. Tu-
tors start at $8/hour. ·Call 759-MA1H. 
General 
Summer camp positions- hiring 
now! Secure your summer job now! 
Residential camp, located in south 
central Indiana Operated by the . 
Catholic Youth Organization since 
1946. Serving campers aged 7 to 16 
in various programs. Inclusive of 
persons with disabilities. Great staff 
community. General counselor, spe-
cialty, adventure and health positions 
available. Training provided.start-
ing May 2006. For application and 
information, contact CYO Camp · Everybody's Records and CDs. 
Rancho Framasa (toll-free) at (888) Voted thebestoftheCincinnatiarea with 
988-2839 x25 or email the largest selection of new and used 
angi@campranchoframasa.org. records and CDs. Specializing in rock, . 
Seeking a nanny in Hyde Park ' alternative, hardcore, hip-hop, R&B, 
homeforoneyearold. Requires safe/ punk, indie,jaiz, blues; andco.untry. We . 
reliable transportation. Must be will~ ·. cany mtisic, DVDs, p0sters, stickers, oot-
ing to feed, nurture, and engage child. . tcins and magazines. <5 I 06 Montgom~ 
Applicants should be rei;ponsibfo,. ery Roacl.at Ridge. 
flexible, attentive, and non~smokers .. 
Either MTWRF or 1R from 8:00 
am.- 4:00 p.m. for 15 weeks begin-
ning January 9th. Excellentpay! Qill. 
871-0321 if interested. 
Computer "wiz" needed! We 
have an excellent opportunity for the 
right college student in our IT de~ 
partment as an intern. This one-year 
long position can be used for college 
credit Full-time in summer & part-
time during school year. You need to 
know your way around WIN2000, 
XP, & PC hardware. UNIX and net-
working skills would be a real plus. 
If you spent those high school years 
building computers and dreaming 
about adding new hardware and soft-
ware to your homemade systems, you 
could be the individual for this 
''hands on:' non-programming job. 
Must have a clean driving record as 
travel is required to our tri-state loca-
tions. Apply by email . to 
hr@bobsumereltire.com or fax 859-
371-4704. 
Xavier Advocates are available 24 
hours to provide confidential support, 
information and advocacy to survivors 
of harassment, sexual assault, relation-
ship violence and/or stalking. Call 872-
9259 and ask for a Xavier Advocate. 
Travel 
Bahamas Spring Break Cruise! Five 
days from· $299! Includes meals and 
MTV celebrity parties! Cancun, 
Acapulco, Jamaica from $499! Campus 
reps .needed! Promo Code: 31. Visit 
www.springbreaktravel.com or call 1- . 
800-678-6386. 
Spring breakers: book early and save. 
Lowest prices. Hottest destinations . 
. Book IS =two free trips or cash. Free 
meals/parties by Nov. 7. Highest com-




For rent: Dana mansion- l, 2, 3, 4, 
s BRaptsfor2006school year; Some 
furnished with heat paid, Ia!Jge/refiig-
erator, lauridry, off-street parking, 
decks and porches, easy walk/bike to 
campus. $495-$1,395. 1\vo units 
available now! Email Bob at 
repattison@aol.com or call 253~ 
1393. 
One bedroom available in two bed-
room apai1lnentat3833 Wmding Way, 
. Five to six bedroom house, less than 
one. mile from campus. Updated sid-
.. ing, flooring, renovations throughout 
Positive student references available. 
. Call 708-5287 · . , or . email 
ckippen@yahoo.com. 
Apartments available:. 1-5 bed-
rooms, all rehabbed. Too many 
ammenities to list Also; other houses 
for sale in Clifton and all areas of town. 
Call 569-0294. 
1\vo, three,.or five bedroom apart~ 
meot available for 2006 school year on 
3919 Regent Avenue ... close to cam-
pus! Call Alex at 256-0253 .. 
1\vo bedroom available at 1047 
DanaAve., right after Victory Parkway, 
for $77i per month. Large parking 
area, washer/dryer, and free storage Unit 
in basement Large water heater tanks! 
New kitchens! Call Brandon at 265-
1485 or email 
ucmanager@murents.com. 
acrossfromtheArmory'andEletHrut ... , r--------------------------. 
Spacious interior; cenmil air and heat~ 
mg, dishwasher, and refrigerator. $413/ 
month plus gas and electric. Contact. 
~~~s~!~:i~rettinj@xavier.eduor ·'.RESTAURANT·. 
cio~~=i~~:!:::~ '. .. Accepff.ng Applications! 
~~~=~.Al~::~sis.~~~-~m;~~t~~~ I. PAPPADEAUX SEAFOOD KITCHEN 
Anunenities include your own bed- · · ··· · ,l. : S ·.· h. 
room and bathroom. basic cable TY, COOKS'-;Mo,1«e up to 15 per our! 
internet, valet parking, and a 24-hour · · ··· · · · · · · · · · 
:;.tysystem. ContactEricat281-. . SERVERS-· Make· up to s 125 per shih! 
Conveniently located, large 5-6 
bedroom hpuse; very close to campus. 
It's an easy walk and on-campus shuttle 
·available. Updated kitchen with dish-
washer, two baths, lots of storage space, 
free laundry wit):l water paid, off-street 
parking, front porch and balcony, w.ell-
maintained. Nice landlords who want 
to make you happy! Call Karen at 
321-2946 with questions. Asking 
$1,500/month rent. · 
Houses for rent: 2, 3, 4 bedroom 
houses available for rent in the spring 
of 2006. All within three blocks of 
campus, off-street parking, laundry, 
fully equipped kitchens, and clean .. 
Please call 616-3798 or 321-0043. 
1 BUSSERS, DISHWASHERS & PREP ~ 
Make up to 512 per hour! 
No experience necessary. 
.. APPLY IN PERSON I 
. Tuesday ;. Friday, 2 p.m. -5 p.m. 
1197 5 Northwest Blvd., Springdale 
(513) 671-4475 
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BRIAN· BOWSHER did not go exactly as planned. Finn ing· a scoring punch as well. Wolf · 
Sports Editor piayed the best basketball of his _ca- • carrfod his St. X Bombers last sea~· 
. After "The Run'~ to the Elite reer at the end of the 2003-04 season· .son, a\!ei:agini22;7 ppg en ~oute to 
Eight in 2004, no one wanterl to hear when he was able to share poirit guard being named Cincinnati. Enquirer · 
the dreaded "R" word; But with three · duties with Chalmers; but last year, Player of the Year. His new Xavier 
new starters and a first year coach, when asked to handle the dual respon- team will benefit greatly if Wolf is 
2004-05 Xavier·basketball was a sibility.of setting up teammates as abletofil.iinforFinnandplayqual~ 
season to rebuild. well as being a scqririg threat, Finn ity minutes at the point guard posi-
Sean Miller took control of a fell short of expectations. tion. 
team needing to replace three out- Compounding this matter was the Although he looks about 35 
standing seniors, Lionel Chalmers, fact that Miller did not trust backup years old, Raymond is in fact a fresh-
Romain Sato, and Anthony Myles, point guard Churchill Odia to play man; and is expected to be a key 
all the while going through the more than a few minutes at a time, contributor right away. The all time · 
growing pains associated with learn- forcing Finn into his dual role for leading scorer at Toledo's St. John 
ing the head coaching positiori. about 35 minutes a game. With.Odia Jesuit High School, Raymond has 
To make matters more difficult, . having since transferred to Oregon, thebodyofa 10-year.~NBA veteran, 
Miller had to overcome season-end- the ability of rreshman Johnny.Wolf something that will help him tre~ 
ing knee surgeries to forwards Bran- to spell Finn for 10 to 12 minutes a mendc:iusly i_n his transition to the 
don Cole and Boubacar Coly, a pre-· game will go a long way towards re- . A-10 Conference. At 6-foot~6, 212 ' 
season suspension of point guard - establishing the senior as one of the lbs., Raymond's sweet shot a~d 
.· · . and team leader Dedrick Finn, premier guards in the conference. physical style shmild earn him sig~ 
midseason legal issues of Will As with Finn, expectations niight . nificant minutes forthe Musketeers . 
Caudle, and the nagging leg injury have.been unrealistically high for. in 2005-06. • 
to captain Brian Thornton. Vanderbilt transfer Brian Thornton. The ultra-athletic Browil might· . 
Although Miller's Musketeers Thornton played well, but was not see as much time on the court as' . 
ba~led game in and game out, the hobbled throughout the season by an ·c hi~. two classmates, buf he' has the' 
· · · mounting adversity,_combined with injury to his shins that, at times, ma(te): P<>tentfar to. be th~ best:8r hi~ qiJssO .· 
the~ lack of an oh-court leader, led ittough for the.L6'uisyille native,:!() Ai:g~~b(y thk_best ~thlete:o~~tlie .. 
to their 17~12 record and first sea- even' walk up and down.the cmirl.' Yteani; the,.lariky 6-foot-1 fresh~an· 
sonsince1996wittioutapostseason Having lost over 10 lbs. i,Q the'·' .. hasafreadyshownf1ash~sofhi~xa\V\ 
6iffh. Heart-breaking last second. offseason, Thorritohis now in the ~f. ability intheexhibition;se~spn, and .·:: .. 
losses versus Creighton, Tennessee, . shape of his career,. and should dr~~ ·. it is no\¥ Op to the coaching staff.ti:(· ·, <"rr. ,, 
and Fordham, plus overtime losses ·plenty of attention down low. A, · 'deterrni~e h~vv to besi take .. ad~a~- .:· ·. ·.: .. : ·:..'., : .~ .:·:.c· .. ',{ "-.'!"" : .. · · : :. ' '. ,, . ~ .. ";'~REP~o~o av cHR.l~NA ~~usr 
. .. · to' , conference bottom-feeders healthy season fro~ the senior center. tage of his skills. : . : .· . · :.: , ' ' : " Ju~i~r ,J_u~1.ri5a,~e ~-~'7.~: t,~ ~he,nrT1·.~~amst~?r.·t,~em K~nt~.c~y:. . . .· 
' uMa8s· and LaSalle accentuated the . will go a long way t?wards gettlrig. . . . .. . . ' . . ,,J:'· . " ,;. geries, f R~\Vaf ?~:.~~le: ~?~'B~ub~c!lr : eral, ~~dercl~.ssJT1en \Vili. be 'I??~ed . 
fac(tltat with Chalmers no longer . the Musk~teers back to the NCAA . ·' The Reserves , ·•.: .· ·'·' Coty are .expecJ~d to ·p~ov1de. t.he. , • upop to. carry the load ~o.th qp of~ 
. ·· around, someone had to step up and '. Tournamellt. . , . · . ·· · , . . . . <:\, much ri¢ed~ dep~fatpgwerfonyard. ·,., fense aridd~fens~ •. ·using tearii'yotith · · 
· . iake command. · .. . .· Despite seeing :little. action as a , and':centefthat was missing tast:year. / . is no 1Jilger a.' valid excuse, as an-
...•. •·' , ·· . . ·• · l,,,• · ··,'-.·, ') : • . ' ·" .'·',,'·, ,;~·( ·• 1 .. \".I : •·:. :·· • · .••.. ,.,. '·· . .'.·. · '· '.• ... :;1 '• ·,, .<, "/ , . .,·. ·': · ... '.'' .· ,'.:· ... :;:;f.- I• ·, '•;" 1.":_:· \ .'. ,·; •. : -'._,··_:; ' .'. 
Thelustins sophmµore;in 2003;,Q4; c~nter Will •• Withlevdil'•fo0£jiilli&AdarnSim9~s .• p~eryear\VithouJan appeµance in 
The Young Guns· 
Despite beingjust a freshman last 
year, guard Stanley Burrell never 
hesitated to take big shots at key 
times, highlighted by his game-win-
ning three pointer at George Wash-
ington. In averaging 12.7 points per 
game, Burrell became just the third 
player in Xavier history to lead the 
team in scoring as a freshman, join-
ing two of Xavier's all-time greats, 
Lenny Brown (12.5 ppg in 1995-
96) and Byron Larkin (17.0 ppg in 
1984-85). Now a sophomo~e. 
Burrell is expected to take the next 
step and assume a greater role in the 
Caudle was asked:tci.~ssu;n~ ~ much.. : in the: frti~~~beginriini(iri, the. s~ctn~; :· ·th·e·. post8~a~6ri'.i~ unacceptable. . 
Coming off their freshman seasons . greater rol~ last season aftertheiil~ semester, frontcourtreserves will no. : . - . Standing iri:iheir way, however, 
in which they played key starting juries to Thornton and Brandon ... longerbe lacltjng. . ··· .. isam.uchlmpr9vedAtlanticlOCon-
roles on an Elite Eight team, Justin · Cole. Caudle did nothing but pro~ · While they might not see much . fer~nce, whichreturns an ·astound-
Cage and Justin Doell~an :were duce in his time on thefloor, as the game action', senior 'Keenan ing 85 J>ercerit of itS scoring from a 
· looked at as the new faces of the fr~n- Indianapolis native provided a Christiansen, sophomore Brandon year ago. . . 
much needed spark of energy off the Rice, andjuniorKevin Waymire are Coupled. with· the additions of 
bench .. Caudle has 'also ,displayed essential for the team's game prep~- Charlotte andSaintLouis, Xavier 
chise. Other teams recognized that as 
well, and made them the.focal point 
of their defensive attacks in the ab-
sence of senior scoring threats 
Chalmers, Sato, and Myles. No longer 
able to strike from the seniors' shad-
ows as in 2003-04, Cage and 
Doellman played very well at times, 
but overall were unable to make the 
an ability to catch defenses off guard · ration. · · · will have thefr hands full once con-
with a nifty hook shot, and if he can · ference seasoh begins. With that 
further develop his low post funda~ The Outlook said, the Musketeers, at least on pa-
. nientals, the "Caudle Throttle" will p~r; are an uppeH~helon team in 
be a key contributor in Xavier's re- . ' With the return ofall five starters, · terms of talent; and.it is now up to 
turn to the postseason. . plus the arrival three of key fresh- ·. .Miller and the coaching staff to 
Although still not fully recov- man contributors, Miller's one yeat translate that talent into wins on the 
transition from role players to stars. ered from season endiI!g knee sur-: rebuilding effort is over. Whiie sev~ 
. More will be asked of the Justins as 
offense; juniors this year, but' they will have 
Classmate Josh Duncan showed more help as well. 
signs last year of being a big time Cage, a hard-nosed, do-it-all 
contributor, but like many of his player is the key for the Musketeers 
teammates, he needs to improve his on offense and defense; though you 
skills on the defensive side of the might not know it from just looking. 
ball. No one can question Duncan's at a. boxscore. He simply does all the 
shooting touch or raw strength, as little things that championship teams 
he's arguably the best on. the team need to win, and is even more valu-
in both areas, but Duncan's struggles able than his 11.1 points and 5.6 re-
last year occurred because he would bounds per game would suggest. 
get out-positioned on the low LikeCage,Daellmanhasatremen~ 
blocks by more experienced big dously high basketball IQ, and knows 
men, and he is not quite quick how to put himselfin the right spots 
enough ·to hang .with ·speedier · at the right time8.Aggiessiveness is 
guards on the perimeter. If the coach- ' the name of the game for Doellman in 
ing staff can help him matirre as an 2005~06. as the thifd team AIJA-10 
· interior defender; Duncan, who has · setectiotl has the ability to command 
' the necessary skill set, could create a greater.role ill the offense and take 
· frightenillg matchup problems for. his gairie to the:..next levet. 
opposing coaches. · · · · · 
The Veterans 
A starter for much of his first two 
years as a Musketeer, Dedrick Finn 
was expected to step in at point 
guard without skipping a beat. For a 
rou11ber of reasons, however, things 
The Reinfurcements 
With freshmen Wolf, B;J. 
Raymond, and.Derrick Brown:now 
in the fold, Xavier boasts the ability 
to go IO to 11 deep this year. In Wolf 
they get a savvy point guard capable 
of setting up teammates and provid-
· . . . . ... · . . . .•..• ·: . . " , . . . . NEWSW/REPHOTOBY'cHRis'riN.\ewsr 
Coach Miller will have the luxury of one of the dee'pest'benches in the conference. 
. . . ~ 
,;,,, ' ... 
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Women working towards A~10 title 
BOOTHE AND CO~ LOO.KING f.,OR DATE TO BIG DANCE 
RYAN KILBANE 
Contributing Sportswriter 
The Xavier women's basketball 
team is coming off their third con-
secutive winning season and their 
second consecutive appearance in 
the. WNIT. The team is looking to 
take the next step this season, a trip 
to theBigDance. 
Coaeh Kevin McGuff (59-33) en-
ters his fourth season at the helm of 
the Musketeers.· He will be largely 
responsible inpreparing the team for . 
a grueling yet favorable schedule, 
which includes Maryland, Auburn, 
Louisville,• George Washington, 
Charlotte, Richmond and defending 
A-10 champion Temple. 
Now or Never 
After two consecutive appear-
. ances in the WNIT, the team is primed 
in postseason play and ready to make 
their first appearance in the NCAA 
Tournament since 2003: Xavier has 
been to the postseason in five of the 
last seven seasons. 
Coach McGuffhas a solid core of 
players returning this, season, includ-
ing seniors Tara Boothe.and Kristy 
Wallner; and junior~ Miranda Green, 
Suntana Granderson. and Michelle 
Miller. The team has the postseason 
experience necessary to be a force in 
.March. 
Boothe is Back 
The Musketeers will be led by 
senior forward Tara Boothe, who is a 
preseason All-American candidate 
for the second straight season. 
Boothe, who earned first team All-
A-10 honors last season, led the con-
ference in scoring and free throw 
percentage last season, averaging 
20.6 points per game while shoot-
ing 79 percent from the charity 
stripe. 
Boothe's prowess is.not limited 
to just the offensive side of the board, 
as she ranked in the top 10 in re-
bounding and 13th in blocked shots 
last season. 
Boothe is already one of 18 
women to have scored 1,000 points 
in their Xavier careers. Her 1,680 
Ill 
. NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY BRIAN BOWSHER 
Senior· Tara Boothe will look to end her magnificent Xavier career 
with nothing less than a birth in the NCAA Tournament. 
points puts her in fifth place all time · 
on .the scoring list. . She needs just 
356 more points to pass Jo Ann 
Osterkamp, on the all-time scoring · 
list. 
Tara was named to the Atlantic 
10 preseason first-team. Green and 
Granderson also earned preseason 
accolad~s. bOth earning second team,, 
honors. 
The Supporting Cast 
One key to success this year for 
the Musketeers willpe the four play-
ers on the floor besides Tara Boothe. 
The probable opening night start-
ing lineup will feature Boothe and 
Kristy Wallner at the forward posi-
tions, and Miranda Green, Suntana 
Granderson, and Michelle Miller in 
the backcourt. 
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY BRIAN BOWSHER 
Green, a junior from Indianapo-
lis, . earned the point guard position 
outright in her freshman year. Green 
has proven to be an extremely tal-
ented point guard with good ball 
handling skills and the quickness 
required to bum defenders off the 
dribble. Green's ability to drive and 
kick the ball out to the perimeter will 
give shooters like Granderson, Miller,· 
and Wallner plenty of open looks. 
On the defensive side of the ball, 
Green led the team in steals last sea-
son with 45. Her quick hands and 
feet will bee a key in disrupting the 
opposing team's offense. 
Senior Kristy Wallner (11 ), and juniors Michelle Miller (23) and 
Suntana Granderson (21) will be looked upon to carry the load 
from the perimeter. 
Granderson has emerged as the 
team's primary outside shooting 
threat during her first two years at 
Xavier. Though she struggled at 
times shooting the basketball last 
season, Granderson still averaged 
10.6 points per game and shot 33.3 
percent from behind the arc. This sea-
Wallner's hard-nosed defense makes 
her the best defender on the team 
and will draw the assignment of 
guarding the opposing team's best 
scoring threat. The key to this sea- · 
son might rest on how effective she 
is while playing the forward posi-
tion. 
Off the Bench 
son, Granderson's shooting reputa- The Musketeers will not have as 
tion will help her get to the basket much depth this year as they have 
more. Her athleticism will be invalu- had in the past, considering that they 
able to the Musketeers on offense only have three players, including 
and defense. two freshmen, on the bench. Senior 
Miller had a breakout year last JoeiClybum(WestVrrginia)andjun-
season, coming off the bench to av- ior Deanna Mason (Arkansas-Fort 
erage 6.4 points. Her performance Smith) will both have to sit this sea~ 
earned her theA..:lO's Sixth Player of son in accordance with NCAA trans-
the Year award and a spot as a starter fer rules. 
this season. Similar to Granderson, Sophomore Candyce Bingham 
Michelle Miller is an outside shoot- returns this season after an injury-
ing threat Miller also returns as the plagued 2004-05 season. The 6-foot- · 
team's best rebounding guard, which 1 forward's ability to rebound and 
will be important, considering that score in the paint will play a huge 
. the Muskies only have one. starter part in Xavier's success this season. 
over six feet tall. Bingham will see a lot of minutes 
Seni.or Kristy Wallner returns this · this seasqn and will be the first per-
season after having a solid 2004-05 son off the bench to replace either 
·campaign. Wallner .has proven her Boothe or Wallner. 
great ability to find the open player 
on the floor, as she was second in · 
total assists on the team last se~on. 
comes to XU from Milwaukee Wash-
ington High School, where she aver-
aged 18 points a game and hauled in 
600 rebounds during her career. 
Lewis.who measures 6-feet, will be 
forced to learn quickly and will be 
the second forward off the bench 
behind Bingham. Her size and re-
bounding ability will play a large 
part in this year's season. 
Jerri Taylor will back up Green at 
.the point position. The McDonald's 
All-American nominee from South 
Bend, Ind. is a solid scorer, having 
scored over 1,000 points in high 
school. While she might be a fresh-
man, she will see significant min-· 
utes at both guard positions. 
Home Sweet Home 
While Xavier will travel to Mary-
land and Auburn this season, the team 
has a favorable home schedule in 
Atlantic 10 competition. Xavier will 
play Temple, George Washington, 
Richmond, and Charlotte at Cintas 
Center~ Each of those teams ranks in 
the top five of theA-10 in a poll con-
du~ted by the coaches and media. 
Xavier has a record of 55-17 at Cintas 
. NEKSWIREPHOTO BY BRIAN BOWSHER jA&f(jjj 
CONFERENCE 
Junior Michelle Miller looks to drive as senior Kristy Wallner sets her 
a screen: 
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Top spot in new look A-10 up for grabs 
BRIAN BOWSHER transfer Tyler Relph, Soloman will ing, rebounding, and assists, and is achallengeforMooney, however, is Greg Amodio, who came to 
Sports Editor • be expected to take the first step in one of the most complete point the lack of an experienced point Duquesne in August after serving as 
It is rare that a conference will see · the program's long-term rebuilding guards in the nation. Now a senior, guard on the roster after. the depar- an assistant AD with Xavier, has been 
as great a swing in overall play from process. the 6-foot-6 Collins will be teamed ture of the top three players at that assigned the task of transforming the 
one year to the next, but last year's • in the backcourt with sophomore position (Daon Meritt, Courtney programfrom league doormat to con· 
Atlantic 10, in which only .George Mark Tyndale and junior Dustin Nelson, and Andres Sandoval). ference contender. With major con-
Washingtonqualified fortheNCAA Ch ·I tt Salisbery, a trio that accounted for While there are questions in the cems at point guard and both for-
!fouroameni.,w.as1a:huge.disappoint::;.~~'-·"'''w.ll!!r~"""i."';:-.:r:111;;·~,.'!; ~1;;;;..;.63:3.percentofthe,0wlsi~scoring:last,,,:nbackcourt;:the:frontco~lO.Oks,solid;:;!c;c.Ward:spo.ts.-.Nee;,w.ilthav..eAo.Jiely:.on 
mentwhencomparedtothetwoElite Vs.Xavier:J~n.14,HaltonArena year.FreshmenDionteChristrnasand as third team All A\~10 Kevin All A-10 second team Bryant 
Eight teams from the previous year. Head coach:~obby Lutz (eighth S~'Af1rJ"lffg~ffio1iia'f.~f{ffffip~'8~ Steenberge teams will) Jermaine McAllister to carry. the load on of-
The main reason for the league's year, 135-83)~ . Temple's .'/t,75 three poliJ.t shooting Bucknor to form one gf the better fense, and possibly log some min-
down year was the youth that seem- Last year: 21~8 (NCAA first round) percentage, and, if~ needed, backlines in the conference. utes at the point as well. 
ingly every team was forced to over- Starters retu5ning: 2 · Nehemiah Ingram is bagk for his se- .~r ~· """""· .. 
come. The fact that the A~ 10 returns Key veteransit Curtis Withers (18.0 nior season toprovideirhuscle off the · · l 1;-~~ .. · \ 
an astounding 85 percent of its scor- ppg, 8.1 rpg)~' F E.J. Drayton (8.7 bench. · · · ~do ~ 
ing shows just how scarce senior ppg), G MitcQ,ell Baldwin (7.5 ppg) LaSalle Rhode Island .. ~..,,~ 
leadership was a year ago. With so Scoutingrep9h: Despite losing four Vs. Xavier: Feb. ·11, Cintas Center Vs. Xavier: Feb. 25, Ryan Center 
much talent returning, plus the ad- players from !~st year's NCAA tour- Head coach: Dr. John Giannini (sec- Head coach: Jim Baron (fifth year, 
ditions of-the traditionally strong nament team,~!ncluding C?nference Dayton ond year, 10-19) ;~ 54-67) 
Charlotte and Saint Louis, theA-10 USAPlayero~~eYearEddteBasden, Vs. Xavier: Jan. 28, Cintas Center Last year: 10-19 Last year: 6-22 
will be able to make a reasonable Charlotte is~expected to finish and Feb. 21, UDArena Starters returning: 5 .~ Starters returning: 3 
argument for four births in the NCAA among the toP,.four teams in the con- Head coach: Brian Gregory (third Key veterans: F SteveJSmith (20.3 Key veterans: G Dawan Robinson 
tournament come March, as well as ference. SeniJtforward Curtis With- year, 42-20) ppg, 8.5 rpg), G Jennine Thomas (15.1 ppg in 2003-04)~ F Terrence 
several more in the NIT. For Xavier, reerps,rethseentuednqtue~asmtioUnSedA taetamthe luenaddeerr~ Last year: 18-11 (14. I' ppg), G Darnell ;arris (11.3 Mack (7 .9 ppg), F Will Daniels (6.4 
this means a tougher road to the Starters returning: 4 ppg) ~ ppg) · 
postseason after a one year absence. 21 world ch+pionships this sum- Key veterans: F Monty Scott (11.l Scouting report: The fplorers re- Scouting report: After back-to-back 
mer, and addcl:l 10 pounds of muscle ppg), G Brian Roberts (9.2 ppg) tum 99.78 percent of Ieir offense 20 win seasons, injuries devastated 
to his 6-fo4\-8 240 lb. frame. Scouting report: With 11 of their fromayearago,afigure , at accounts the Rams last year, as Rhode Island 
~ Complimentf~g Withers from the top 13 scorers returning from last forall but four points, a , well as last players missed a combined 93 
Saint Joseph's ~· backcourt is~senior point guard year, including super sophomore year's A-10 cocPlayer· f the Year games. Included on the medical list 
Vs. Xavier: Jan. 4, SJU Alumni Mitchell Baldf,in, a pass-first player Brian Roberts and senior Monty StevenSmith, Coach Jotn Giannini were team leaders Dawan Robinson 
Fieldhouse and Feb. 28, Cintas Cen- who strugglesifrom the outside (.233 Scott, Dayton has the talent to re- did a remarkabl~ job 1it1t year, tak- and Jammal Wise who played just 
ter 3PT), but use~~his cat-like quickness turn to the NCAA tournament after a ing over a program in Uirmoil after one game each and were forced to 
Hf~ad coach: Phil Martelli (11th year, to push Chai:lotte's up-tempo of- one year_ absence. The Flyers must two ·separate rape scantlals involv- redshirt. In their absence, freshmen 
203-111) fense. Bobb~jLutz had guidt:d his overcome the loss 6f G Trent ing three players left thl team with Parfait Bitee, Will Daniels, and Jon 
Last year: 24-12 (NIT final round) alma mater to the NCAA tournament Meacham, however, who transferred only seven scholarships. i.!Jis task now Luckey ·stepped into the starting 
Starters returning: 3 in five of his~seven years as. head to his hometown of Champaign, Ill; is to improve upon last lear 's 322nd lineup and combined to account for 
Key veterans: G Chet Stachitas coach, and ex~ects nothing less than to play for. the Illini. The· transfer best rebounding marginland help to nearly 30 percent of the team's. 
( 10.8 ppg), G Dwayne Lee (9 .4 ppg, a sixth birth i~ 2006. means more minutes for starting · take pressure off of Smilli trough the points. If the Rams are at full strength 
5.2 apg) ~ . point guard Warren Williams, and conµnued improveme~ of guards this year, expect their win total to be 
Scouting report: After Jameer ~ ~' might force Roberts, a. ~atural two J~rmaine Thomas and r>amell Har- a lot closer to 20 than six. 
Nelson and Delonte West led the S . t L ~· ·_ .. ~ guard, to play some_mmutes at the ns. · :'.',;·;", 
Hawks to the best season in school a1n 0. u .... fll ... I point. ':, . : ~ .. ' -.... '' . ; ' .. " 
~~~~~=t~:tj~=~~·:s~~::~~~'. H::ead ;deacbvo.ia;c~h~·.at~ra~d· ~seo~d~e~nrrb~erg .(e1112~thr:~~u~ ar. ..·· -Foi=rd·11mhra"'*m';" ,...;_ • . . : Massachusetts --
grind-it~out offense in their absence Vs. Xavier: March 4, Mullins Cen- · 
last year. Now forced to overcome year, 175-121~ . George Washillgton for · · , 
the departures of 2004-05 A-10 co- Last year: 9-1il · · Vs.Xavier: Feb. 2, Cintas Center Head coach: TravisFord(firstyear) 
Player of the Year Pat Carroll and · Startersretu~g: 3. Head coach: KarlHobbs(fifthyear, Last year:. 16~12 
2004-05 A-10 Defensive Player of Key veterans:~ ~~uyoukas (6.9 64-53) Starters returning: .4 
the Year Dwayne Jones, Martelli will ppg), G Anthony D~rJaJ (6.5 ppg), G Last year: 22-8 (NCAA first round) Key veterans: F/C Rashaun Free- · 
have to rely on returning starters Chet Dwayne Polk (5;8 p~~ Starters returning: 4 Key veterans: · Bryant Dunston man (15.4 ppg,7 .8 rpg),F/G Maurice 
Stachitas and Dwayne Lee. The ques- Scouting report: Defense has never Key veterans: G J.R. Pinnock ( 13.4 (14.9 ppg; 8.6 g), F Marcus Stout · Maxwell ( 11.4 ·ppg), G Art Bowers · 
tion mark exists in the frontcourt, as been a problem forBradS'ocJerberg's ppg), F Pops Mensah-Bonsu (12.6 (13.6 PP/W. G Jermaine Andersop (8.4 ppg) 
Pat Calathes, Dave Mallon, and Rob teams,. and last year was ~xcep- ppg), F Mike Hall ( 10.6 ppg, 8.0 rpg) ( 12.7_g~l[ · Scouting report: With a new coach 
Ferguson will be expected to in- tion, as the Billi kens held oppo~il~ Scouting report: With four starters ScoutiDg report: For a team that has running a new system with a fresh-
crease their productivity and assume to just 60.8 ppg, 16th best in the na- 'retµming from last year's conferenc , ever finished A-10 play with a.win- man point guard, UMass will prob-
greater roles. Martelli is one of the tion. The reason for last year's 9-21 c~ion1tea,ui...,;:~J~asliihg· on ning record (a combined 31-113 in ably finish in the middle of the p~ck 
elite coaches in the nation, and any- record, Soderberg's first losing sea- is clearly the team to beat in the A- their· first nine years in the confer~ . of the improved conference. Still, the 
one taking the Hawks lightly will be son in his. 11-year coaching career, 10. Forwards Pops Mensah-Bonsu ence) last year's 8-8 record was a huge .Minutemen return 81 percent of their 
in for a Jong night. was an offense that registered only and Mike Hall, who flirted with leav- accomplishment for third year coach scoring, including their two leading 
56.4 ppg; and lost 16 games by 10 ing early for the NBA draft, will re-. Dereck Whittenburg. It was an espe- scorers·in first team All A-10 junior 
• points or less. Forced to rely on so tum for their senior seasons to give cially impressive season consider- · Rashaun .Freef!lan and •junior 
·~ 7 many freshmen and sophomores, coach Karl Hobbs the best frontcourt ing the fact that their top two lead- MaUrlceMaxWeILiffreshman Chris 
St. Bonaventure SaintLouisappearsdestin~forthe intheconference.lfthereisonearea ing scorers, Bryant Dunston· and· Lowe, expeded to start at point 
Vs. Xavier: Jan. 7, Cintas Center bottom half of their new conference, of concern, it is that, typically, tour- Marcus Stout, were just freshmen. guard; can marshal Chris Ford~s up-
Head coach: Anthony Soloman but if highly touted newcomers nament teams who lose their senior This year, Whittenburg is looking to · tempo ·offe~se, an NIT birth is an 
(third year, 9-47) Tommy Liddell and KevinLisch cari point guard to graduation will take the next· step, and guide the achievable and realistic goal. 
Last year: 2-26 mature faster than anticipated, the struggle to fill the position the fol- Rams to a birth in the postseason for · '2005-06 Atlantic 10 
Starters returning: 3 Billikens could create some prob- lowing year. The Colonials, how- the first time since 1992. 
Key veterans: G Ahmad Smith ( 14.2 !ems for the rest of the A-10. ever :a.reigning:sixth~mlU);) e 
ppg),GWadeDunston(ll.6ppg),F year J.R. Pinnock to fill the large, 
Patrick Lattin (10.8 ppg) 
Scouting report: When Anthony ~. 
Soloman took over for Jan van Temple Vs. Xavier: Fe,b~S~intas Center 
Brenda Kolff in 2003, the Bonnies Vs. Xavier: J~. 5, Liacouras Cen- Head coach: Danny Nee (fifth year, 
werecomingoffofaseasoninwhich ter / . Richmond .. 39-78) ,, 
they had to forfeit all but one win Head .,S<fach: John Chaney (24th. Vs. Xavier: Feb. 8, Robins Cent~r Last year: 8-22 , 
due to an ineligible player, and play- yeaf?.;A99-ri8) . Head coach: Chris Mooney (first Starters returning: 4 :~ . 
ers voted to not even play their final L,,,St year' '6:.14. (NIT first round) year) Key veterans: G Bryant f\1<.{~llist 
two games. As if that was not bad 1 .~tarters ~~~: 4 Last year: 14-15 ( 16.1 ppg), F/C Kieron ,,to~ (11.5 
enough, St. Bonaventure then Jos! . ./'/Key vet~f.,~ nl~.:G,W~rdy Collins Starters returning: 2 . ppg, 6.5 rpg) ~ 
three players to other schools (i!Ji' (17.5 ppg.\~:19 W~·J•6~\~Rg;), G Ma~k Key veterans: C Kevin Steenberge Scouting 1·epOi; · g ~ff of a 
cludinglastyear'sNCAAtoumafi1ent Tyndale W;l2\§,'.~J?.P };'<'G~~~~stm (12.6ppg),FJermaineBucknor(l0.7 e~ta~ed 
hero Mike Gansey) and have a c6m- Salisbery '('~OAfppg) . .· ''.~:~~rb ppg) fifi.~~ ~tght 
bined record of 9-47 in the lasf two Scouting ~~po i' ., '.i~~Re,: , ..£,?,,~ting r~port: !fea~ coach Chri~_.,::fl.~~ h~~fcond 
years. With seven new playeribn the gate" tooJSf?o '•"'''' nJ:qff'.1<:!. 1),r., .. ,. oo~~.X, brmgs hts Prmceton-~!Y '' "'' _ t · head 
roster this year, including New.·' York's the outst~.·~tfi,.~d '·~~t·~;;M~ta]i~t.~<;:'- ~:-i.Q;theSpiders after o~~Y" •1"'' rl 
former Mr. Basketball in s71homore Collins, iJif ·;· "., 1ffllna~A~(ff.tf'~·w; · · 
' ~ 
,,~ ~bfu 
predicted order of finish · 
as selected by coaches and media 
first place vo.tes in parentheses 
1. George Washington (38) 
2. Charlotte (18) 
3. Temple (8) 
4. Xavier 
5. Dayton 
6. Saint Joseph's 
'l • 7. Massachusetts 
'i[~ 
\
'.. . 8. Fordham (I) 
'f:t 9. Rhode Island 
·~ 10. La Salle 
. ~\ 11. Richmond 
1t 12, Duquesne 
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Temple's the team.to beat in revampedA-10 
RYAN KILBANE 
· Contributing Sportswriter_ 
\ 
The Ione senior, Tanya Rhodes, is 
the team's leading scorer and 
rebounder from one year ago. Her 
supporti~g cast will feature sopho-
more guard Safi Mojidi, who aver-
2005-~6 campaign searching for Duquesne -
_their first winning season since 2000- 1 
While Temple is clearly the team 
to beat in the Atlantic 10 thiS year, 
the rest of the conference is up• for 
grabs, and Xavier figures to rank at 
least as high as last year's third place 
finish. · 
Charlotte • Vs. Xavier: Jan. 3, Halton Arena and Feb. 5, Cintas Center 
Head· coach: Amanda Butler (first 
·. aged 11.8 points and 3.2 assists per . 
game as a freshmen, and is battle-
tested at the point. Head coachTom 
Garrick will have to rely heavily on 
incoming freshmen, and with one of 
the toughest non-conference sched-
ules in the country, it could be a long 
season in Kingston; 
year) 
Last year: 22-9 (WNIT first round) Richmond 
Returning starters: 4 Vs. Xavier: Jan. 13, Cintas Center 
01. One bright spot for the Flyers is 
their frontcourt, which is loaded with 
senior Cara Wright and junior Jen-
nifer Strong. Wright is coming off a 
spectacular season in which she av-
eraged 12.2 points and 8.6 rebounds 
per contest, while Strong averaged 
nearly nine points per game and 4.8 
rebounds. The loss of guard Emily 
Williams to graduation will make the 
backcourt a focal point early in the 
season, especially with an early sea-
son match-up with nationally ranked 
Ohio State. 
Key veterans:· F Pam Brown ( 12.8 Head coach: Michael Shafer (first 
ppg), G Sakellie Daniels (15.7 ppg)' year) . Temple 
Scouting report: Charlotte enters Last year: 23-8 (I'.J'CAA first round) Vs. Xavier: Jan. 22, Cintas Center 
the Atlantic IO this season after mak- Returning starters: 4 Head coach: Dawn Staley (sixth year, 
ing three consecutive postseason Key veterans: Saona.Chapman 102-51) 
appearances as amemberof Confer- ( 11.6 ppg), .Christina Campion (9;8 Last year: 28-4 (NCAA second 
ence US,<\. Head coach Amanda ppg) round) 
Butler makes her head coaching de- . Scouting report: It topkJ 4 years for Returning starters: 3 · 
Vs. Xavier: Jan. 29, A.J. Pa umbo 
Center 
Head coach: Dan Durkin (13th year, 
156-180) ' 
Last year: 10-18 
Returning starters: 4 
Key veterans: Aiga Bautre (15.2 
ppg), Loui Hall (13.5 ppg) 
Scouting report: Duquesne boasts 
one of the most improved squads 
coming into the 2005-06 season, 
with nine returning letter-winners, 
including four returning starters and 
two tran~fers. Aiga Bautre leads the 
Dukes into the season, as the senior 
averaged 15.2 points and 4.1 re-
bounds per game last season. 
Duquesne also touts one of the top 
returning guards in the A-10 with 
junior Loui Hall, who averaged 13.5 
points and six rebounds per contest 
last season. Transfers Carmen Bruce 
(Georgetown) and Marisa Smith 
(Bowling Green) provide the neces-
sary depth that will make the Dukes 
a solid contender this season. 
but after spendhig~ the lasffour sea~ Richmond,~.make itback to the Big . Key veterans: Candice Dupree 
sons as the top a8sistant coach. The · Dance,,~and tl1ey are. deteri::nined to· ( 16,:3 ppg); Kamesha Hairston (12.5 
49ers return four starters and nine repeatth,~~a~c~Il1Pµ,~h1_11:~ntthiss~- · .ppg) . .·. •.. ... . 
letter-winners from a tciun: that'firt~ ·• son. In theSpidefs~'favor,:is the'fact Scoll:~ing report: T~e defendi~gA-
ished 22-9 one season ago. The teaili: that new:w~~d coap~:¥i~n11~l~hat~fr I'o .champions enter the 2005~06 • 
is led by senior guard Sa:kellie · · · · did not miss an·NCAA'TournamenL . campaign looking to repeat)heir ·. 'Fotclh~'nt· .. ' . 
Daniels, who led the team in pohtts , in· I. l Y. ear. s ... :as. an,.' ~.···.~istari. · .. :·.t. · ~.(0~ .....r~ · . ·accomplish. ments of last seaso. . . n. Last.. · · , • · · · · · · · . . . . . . . . . . . . . 'Vs.XaVJ.er:Feb:lO;RoseHillGym-
(22.9 ppg), rebounding(7.5 rpg),'as- gia. The Spiders:rehltn·foiu-'starters :Y~'s conference Player of the Year. . nasfom .· . 
sists (153), and steals (76). Both . fromlastyear's.team,incluciii:ig'a·ta:l~: .. and; :Alf.::American candidate, ·'IIead coach: Jim Lewi~:.(sixth year, 
Daniels and fellow senior Pam ented senior backc_ourt.tandeIT1.-in Caridfoe Dupree;. retm;ns for her se- . :46"lOO). · ··· · 
Brown hav.e each scored over 1,000 Saona Chapman (1 l.6 ppg, 3,5 apg) .. 'nlor~ season as''the -team~s.Je11ding. . Last y(!ar: :lQ~21 . 
pointsin their careers and are a le- and Araceli Gil (7.4 ppm.3:5,apg); · ,scoreranc:Jrebound~r;averagingJ6.3: R~tllrnlng.starters:) 
gitimate scoring threat. The frontcourt took a hit by losing :points.and9: I.rebounds a'game last Key veterans: :J~da Jefferson (11 .2 
. . All-Conferenceforward·KateFlavht · year; .The _frontcourt combination of ppg), Vanessa Silva (9.5 ppg) 
~ to graduation, so junior Christina- DupreeandjuniorKameshaHilirston Scouting report: Youth is the key 
Saint Louis ... . Campion w~ll be in charge of pick- . is not one ofth~:best injust theA-fO; . for Fordham'this season. With five 
"' ' ' ; ~ .. I ing up the'slack;· Look for seniorcetl~ but in: the, country as well. Hairston new coiners, in.eluding two transfers, 
Vs. Xavier: Jan. 6, Cintas Cen.ter ter Afuber'P~tiIHon and junior Kelly was th~bwl~ffsecond leading scorer 
H d h Sh. G · (ti · it would appear to b ..e a rebuilding . ea coac : 1mmy ray trst Roche to .help. fill the void up front and. rebotin. Cie.r•fro.·· m.·.1as. tseaso. n.(12.5 · yeat in·ihe1Bronx,;Jada Jefferson is 
year) · as well. · -· ·  · · ppg,6.lipg),Tl(e,team'i~lqaded with · the Ione,.teturjiing starter, as these- . 
Last year: 4-23 . · · .· "' -.senior gua(dS;,11bne,better, thaI1 Jen- .n'ior averaged: l 1.2 points and 6.8 
Returning starters: 4 · . . . . · . . : ,mferOwellf>,a:r~tµrning starter. who, rebo~nds per; contest last season. 
Key veterans: Marquita McFarland George . Washin on . •. _.· . averag~ 4.6 pom~ an4 .1.5 as.s1~ts a. Jeffe~ohis jolned'up front by senior 
S
(lc0o.u6tinp.· pgg)re, HPeaQrtht·. eSraK1·nitnLog (u51:s4epnptegr)s • . . -.. . . . , : :·~~e ~·:year ag9 .. ~~e w1Jl be:~01ned Vari~sa.$iJ:\la, whoa~eraged a shade 
Vs.XaVIer.Jan.15,C~arlesE.S~th ·oby semorKhad1JaBrown m .the. . , ., .,. > '•'· · ,, ,, .. , 
th 2005 06 · · · · 'th both c d n 'b 3 0· .; ·r:._, · :-"::;·;., . , : . : . ·, . ::. : < • . c· · . . ·· · · · · underlO,;pomts per:;.game last sea-e. - campatgri w1 . a enteran re · .~mt,as,~(l!e~.: ,.,,, backcow:t.who.came.off:theJ:>ench>., :;; :o,~, ,.:.' ;. ;, ;'_ ·. , 
~=~:~:::~;;~~;:.;~1. • ~;~r~t~~~,~';~m;:~~~t!ai:~j~,~~~i~;~~:i::;~'. 
ShimmyGra. y,whospentthelasttwo Returni ... · .... ,~~gsta.· ·rier8•·4· . · ...... , d', b., 'th 1i l' . r:·. '. '2:.i " . '.ntf1~ant.e"pew-:nce.~.forcmg, the .. . . . . , . , 1s no ou t at emp ets avorcu to · 'R .. : .. · ·'I" .... ·· :: .. ·:.·.·.,.. · ···ti· h 
Seasons as an ·ass1"stant at Ar1·zona. Ke·y··.·vet.er·an .. s" ·Je··s·.s1'ca··s1·m··m· on·ds · .,th:" A.· l'o· · h' · .... · ams to. r.e. yo·p· twomcommg res -. . .. . . ·' . . . · . , wm. e:·. :;,· agam t ts season. : ' · · : ·> · .. · .. ' 
Senior forward Marquita McFarland (14;4 ppg)~ Kimberly'Beck (8:0 ppg). . ·' · " .. · · ·> mepfo~d«?ptli,. 
is the team's leading returning scorer , Scouting r~port;,'.,The foss ·Of-Ali::. ' , . . · :. '' ·· ·... . •···· .·. . ': • 
(10.6 ppg) and rebounder (7.4 ~g);.. Conference performer Arina, · .. ·. · :·.·. · · . : . .s=7 .· · · 
-- Junior Rachel Diener returns to:fu~' r..,fontari~~!wpn't'berii);.l)fg as some .. st./BQriaventure :L~ShlJ¢· ;'., ..• 
floor with hopes of building ortiher thiilk~: as t~e:;¢.olonials·; have re~ ' 'Vs. Xa'.Vi~r: Jan. 27, Reilly Center · · · ' " · · · ,-.: · .. · · · 
V~XaVier.:Feb;I2;Tom Gola Arena···. 
year, 34-51) 
. Last year: 14-15 
Returning starters: 4 
·Key veterans: Pam Rosanio (10.9 
ppg), Tamara Tatham (9.1 ppg) 
Scouting report: Four of the top five 
scorers return from last year's squad 
which finished a distant .second in 
the East Division. Dacko's squad is 
looking to close that gap and will be 
led by sophomore slasher Pam 
Rosanio, who led the team in scor-
ing last season. Junior Tamara 
Tatham, the team's second leading 
scorer, returns as well. Experienced 
youth will be a strong point this sea-
son for the Minutewomen, but depth 
up front will be at a premium. Look 
for freshman Stefanie Gerardot to 
contribute in the early going. 
Saint Joseph's • 
Vs. Xavier: Feb. 24, Cintas Center 
Head coach: Cindy Griffin (fifth 
year, 72-53) 
Last year: 7-23 
Returning starters: 5 
.Key ve~erans: Ayahna Cornish 
(12.5 ppg), MiluraMcBryan (8.8 ppg) 
Scoutfug report: After posting the 
wor~trecord in school history, head 
coach Cindy Griffin knows there's 
· only one way to go this season: up. 
'Returning all five starters is a good 
start. Leading Saint Joseph's this sea-
son will De junior Ayahna Comish, 
who averaged 12.5 points and 4.4 
assfats last season despite missing 10 
games. Sophomore center.Erica Pol-
lock returns after a breakout fresh-
man season in which she led the team 
in rebounding. The incoming class 
of freshmen for St. Joe's this season 
is highly touted, ranking 21st in the 
country. If the freshmen can make an 
impact in Griffin's lineup, then the 






. . as selected by coaches and media 
. · first place votes in parentheses 
first injury free season. Lookfor Di- .Joaded
1
and·are:picked·fo finiShthird ... ·. ~~.-.· .9d6 .. )~ach: Jim Crowley (s~ih.~ear, .. Head coach: Tom Lochner (second : 
ener to be a three-point threat this : in the conference. SeriiorforwardJ'. . -- : year, l2"i6)' . · · · · ·· · · · 1. Temple (11) 
season. SLU is still a young teami · centi;ld~sicaSimmonds, who aver- Last year: 9-19 LaSt .year:d'.2~ 16 . . 2. Xavier ( 5) 
boasting only one si-:nibr and rifoe .. aged 1alriiostl~:pofot5 iu1cieighrre- ·Returning starters: 3 ... · Returniligsta:rters:.-2 . · 3. George Washington (4) 
underclassmen. ·Freshmen guard . bounclS a :year ago;.refurns'.tO anc;hor . Key veterans: Stefanie CoIHns (U'i Key vetermiS: Crista Ricketts ( 15.4 4. Richmond 
Evelyn Ruff,. center Amanda• thefrontcourt:Atthe·guardpositii:>ri, ppg),A:udrey Latendresse (8.1 ppg) ppg), Davinei~:Payne(IL2 ppg) 
Kemezys, and· forward Jarrieela ·. sophomoreKimberly<Becklooksto S~outing report: Ifs no secret-St Scouting report: Head coach Tom 5; Charlotte 
Haynes1.wil1- be asked to contribute avoid the second year slump to lead. Bonaventure is a young team. But ·: 6. Massachusetts 
ear.l:Ka8;$is:ii»a rebuilding. year for · -the back~urt.' B.eck Jed .. th.e~ team in· ·with senior Stefanie Collins· return~ ~.~:;~t. ·~n~~~td h!~,~:;~:dbi;a:~. -:~ 7. Dayton 
the' Bilikens'. · · assists (S;l)'fastyear: The key to ibis· · 'ing/dori;t think the Bonnies are re- conferenc~ victories from a y~ ago. 8. Saint Joseph •s 
t ... ~·~ >1:>· ~t.. . season might be freshmen identi.cal building. Collins, third team All A- Returning is junior Crista Ricketts, 
_ Ji twinsJaZmineandJessicaAdair, who 10 in 0~-05, is one of St. who has ama8sed 778 total points in 9. Duquesne 
give the Colonials. the depth they Bonaventure's all time leading scor- 10. Rhode Island' Rhode Island ,.._~., · · ··· jus~ tw!) seasons as an Explorer. Also 
need up front. ers after averaging 13.7 points a notable is senior Davineia Payne, 11. La Salle 
Vs. Xavier: Jan. 8, Ryan Center I t L k fi p · ·1r 
game as season. 00 or nsci m who averaged 11.2 points and five 12. Fordham 
Head coach: Tom Garrick (second Edwards to start where she left off 
Year, 19_30) · reboundspergamelastyear.Incom- 13. St. Bonaventure · after averaging 8.8 ppg during tl1e 
Last year: 8_20 D_ ayton ing freshmen TaraLapetina and 14. S"'ntL. out's ,. last 11 games. TheBonnies will need ui. 
Returning starters: 2 Vs. XaVI'er: Jan. 19, UD Arena and d . Antonia Gale have big shoes to fill, help at the forwar position and an 
Key veterans: Tanya Rhodes (13.1 Feb. 26, Cintas Center . be as the Explorers lost two key players inside presence may at a premium. 
ppg), Safi Mojidi (11.S ppg) Head coach: Jim Jabir (third year, 15- With only four forwards on the ros- to graduation, Meghan Wilkinson 
Scou. ting report: _Rhode Island has 41) and Jill Marano. ter, minus junior Audrey Latendresse, 
resilience on its side this season, af- Last year: 12-16 who was the team's second leading 
ter surviving an injury-plagued· · ·Returningstarters:4 rebounder last season, head coach 
· 2004-05. With only one senior, the Key yeterans: F C~a Wright (12.2 Jim Crowley will be searching for Massachusetts ll!IJHimsJ 
Rams will be one of the youngest ppg), F Jennifer Strong (8.9 ppg) so~eone to take up space in the Vs. Xavier: Feb. 17, Cintas Center 
teams in the conference this season. Scouting report: Dayton enters th. e. mi· ddle. Head coach: Marnie Dacko (fourth 
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Illinois,.·· Cincinnati highlight 
' 
.. ·ri·· .hd-- l . . men· s non-con ,erence .·sc :e ·u .e 
BRIAN BOWSHER 
Sports Editor 
The coming non-conference sea-
son features a balanced schedule of 
no-names and perennial powers 
alike, highlighted by a trip to Illi-
nois, a battle versus the Boilermak-
ers, and, of course, the Crosstown 
Shootout. 
With Xavier sgain boasting a rela-
tively young team, a strong start 
against non~conference foes will do 
a lot for the team's confidence head-
ing into A-10 play. 
Eastern Illinois 
Vs. Xavier: Nov. 19, Cintas Center 
Conference: Ohio Valley 
Head coach: Mike Miller (first year) 
Last year: 12-16 
Starters returning: 3 
Key veterans: G Josh Gomes (16.8 
ppg), F Bobby Catchings (9.0 ppg), 
C George Tandy (6.4 ppg) 
Scouting report: With a solid core 
ofreturners in second team All-OVC 
Josh Gomes and sophomores Bobby 
Catchings and George Tandy, first 
year coach Mike Minter has a solid 
fo\Indation to build upon. While 
. question marks remain at point guard 
and the low post, the Panthers have 
enough talent to hang .around 
against Xavier if the Musketeers take 
them lightly. 
·;·: · .. 
Purdue 
Vs. Xavjer: Nov. 26, Conseco 
Fieldhouse 
Conference: Big Ten 
· Head coach: Matt Painter (first year) 
Last year: 1~21 
Starters returning: 3 
Key veterans: F Carl Landry (18.2 
ppg, 7 .1 rpg), G David Teague (14.0 
ppg), F Matt Kiefer (9.0 ppg) 
Scouting report: It just will not be 
the same without the comb-over 
king patrolling the sidelines at 
Mackey Arena, as Matt Painter be-
. gins his first year as the Boilermak-
ers' head coach after the legendary, 
albeit follicly~challenged Gene 
Keady held the position for the past 
25 years. Do not expect to see any 
differences in the style of play on · 
the court, however, as Paiter will con-
tinue to preach a tough, blue-collar, 
man-to-man defense. On offense, 
Purdue will look to a host of new-
comers to step up and play signifi-
cant minutes at the guard .position. 
Coppin State 
Vs. Xavier: Nov. 29, Cintas Center 
Conference: Mid-Eastern Athletic 
Head coach:Ron"Fang" Mitchell 
(20th year, 318-243) 
Last year: 14-15 
Starters returning: 2 
Key veteram: FDarryl Proctor (13.7 
ppg), G West Otis (5.6 ppg) 
Scouting report: When Coppin 
State comes to Cintas Center on Nov. 
29, it will begin a seven-game road 
trip that takes the Eagles to UCLA, 
Oklahoma, Illinois, Pittsburgh, 
Michigan and Michigan State be-
fore opening conference play. With 
a lack of both experience and size, 
anything other than an 0-7 record 
over that stretch would be a minor 
miracle. 
Illinois 
Vs. Xavier: Dec. 3, United Center 
Conference: Big Ten 
Head coach: Bruce Weber (third year, 
63-9) ' 
Last year: 37-2 (NCAA finals) · 
Starters returning: 2 
Key veterans: G Dee Brown (13.3 
ppg), F James Augustine (10.1 ppg) 
Scouting report: Coming off ofthe 
greatest season in school history, 
coach Bruce Weber will have to work 
several newcomers into the mix this 
season after losing starting guards 
Derm:i Williams and Luther Head. 
When asked who his starting five will 
be, Weber has stated that he has a 
"starting two," guard Dee Brown and 
forward James Augustine, and that 
the other three spots are wide open. 
Whereas last year's squad had one 
starting lineup for all 39 games, there 
might be several of them before the 
Big Ten season even begins. 
Whether or not Weber can firid a re-
liable third scorer to compliment 
Brown and Augustine by Dec. 3 will 
determine the outcome of the "neu-
tral site" match up at the United Cen-
ter. 
p • M 
Illinois senior guard Dee Brown. 
FloridaA&M 
Vs. Xavier: Dec. 7, Cintas Center 
Conference: Mid-Eastern Athletic 
. Head coach: Mike Gillespie (fifth 
year, 55~63) 
Last year: l~ 15 
Starters returning: 3 
Key veterans: G Tony Tate (15.4 
ppg), F Darius Glover (1 LO ppg), GI 
F Jonathan Kelly (8:1 ppg) : 
Scouting report:· In 2004, Florida 
A&M became just the seventh tciun · 
with a losing record to wiri a game in 
the NCAA tournament, and then 
gave Kentucky all that they could 
handle before eventually falling to 
the top-seeded Wildcats. Two years 
later; Mike Gillespie's team is again 
. in good position to make a run at the 
MEAC championship. Boasting one 
of the taller front lines in the. confer~ · 
. ence, the Rattlers could create some 
matchup problems for Xavier's for- . 
wards in the low, post. 
Miami (Ohio) 
Vs. Xavier: Dec. 11, Millett Hall 
Conference: Mid American· 
Head coach: Charlie Coles (tenth 
year,,157~-iiS)· 1 • 
(10.0ppg);FNathan Peavy (7.0ppg), 
FIC Monty St. Clair (6.0 ppg) 
Scouting report: Last. year, Xavier 
students tried to make the RedHawks 
feel at home in .Cintas Center by 
showing up to the game wearing polo 
shirts with the collars popped. Ap-
parently, the strategy worked too 
well, as Miami shot a very comfort-
able 55.8 percent from the floor and 
61.5 percent from long range en route 
to a 66-54 upset win. While the main 
culprits from the Joss, Danny Horace 
and Chet "The Jet" Mason, have 
moved on, the Musketeers will have 
to find a way to contain William 
Hatcher and Nathan Peavy in order 
to get their revenge in Oxford. 
Creighton 
Vs. Xavier: Dec.18, Qwest Center 
Conference: Missouri Valley 
Head coach: DanaAltman (12th year, 
218-120) 
Last year: 23-11 (NCAAfirst round) 
Starters returning: 4 
Key veterans: G Nate Funk (17.8 
Southern 
Vs. Xavier: Dec. 29, Cintas Center 
Conference: Southwestern Athletic 
Head coach: Ron Spivery (first year) · 
Last year: 14-15 
-Starters returning: 2 
Key veterans: G Chris Alexander 
( 14.5 ppg), F Peter Cipriano ( 10.1 
ppg, 9.2 rpg), G Alvin Mott (6.3 ppg) 
Scouting report: After guiding Ala~ 
bama State, the most successful pro-
gram in the SWC, for the past five · 
seasons, Ron Spivery was lured away 
to conference foe Southern with the 
·task of rebuilding the struggling pro-
gram. Alabama State was in a very 
similar situation when Spivery first 
took over their pr9gram, and South-
ern is banking on him to do the same 
. for them. The transformation will not 
occtirovemight, however, as the Jag-
uars will' hope that their slow~paced, 
half-court offense will lull oppo-
nents to sleep, and give them a 
chance to win in the final posse8-
sions. 
ppg), G Johnny Mathies (U.8 ppg), Eastern Kentucky 
F Dane W~tts (6.9 ppg) ·. . . . Vs. Xavier: Jan. 9, Cintas Center 
Scouting report: In one of several Conference: OhiO Valiey 
heart~breaking Iast~seeond IOsses for . Head coach: Jeff Neubauer (first 
the Musketeersdast y~ar, Tyler year) 
McK~n~ey's floater with 2.lsec~nds .. :Last y~ar: 22-9 (NCAA first round) 
remammg gave the B~~~J~Y~ a 73- Starters returning: 3 . · 
72 c?~e fr~I1\ be~~Wd Y1?t.ory: >·~Key yeteran5:· q Matt Witt (14.4 
McKmney~ has smce ~~duafed; but , ppg), _C.Akmio Hird (9:4:'ppg, 8.4 
key contnbut?rs Nate,· Funk and rpg)~ GJason McLeish(8;8 ppg) 
Dane Watts return to one of the most·· Scouting report: Fresh off a'near up-
consistent programs in the NCAA. set against Kentucky in last year's 
Funk, a Kyle Korver look~alike in NCAA tournament, the reigning 
terms of appearance and game, will OVCchampic:ins must now adjust to 
be the main focus defensively for lifewithouthead coach Travis }=1ord 
Xavier; who will attempt to exact 
some payback in Omaha: 
PHOTO COURTESY. GOCREIGl:ITON.COM 
Creighton senior guard :Nate 
Funk.· 
Troy 
Vs. Xavier: Dec. 22, Cintas Center 
Conference: Sun Belt 
Head coach: Don Maei;tri(25th year, 
397-262) ·. 
Last year: 12-18 
Starters returnillg: 2 
Key veterans: Cl Bobby Dixon 
( 14~7 ppg); G Jacob Hazoliii (9.6 ppg) 
· Scouting report: Because Troy 
lacks· even one pure . post pliiyer, 
Xavier will undergo a barrage of 
threes when the Trojans visit Cintas 
Center on Dec. 22. Defensively, Troy 
has nc:i answers inside 'for Xavier cen~, 
. ters Brian Thornton or Will Caudle;· 
so. unless the Trojans shoot an un-
and leading scorer Michael Haney. 
To repeat as conference champions, 
first year head coach Jeff Neubauer 
will look to seniors Matt Witt and 
Alonzo Hird to pick up the slack of-
fensively. Assuming the Colonels 
can adjust to their new coach and 
new system .byJanuary, they will be 
. . a good midseaso.n te.st,Jor the Mus-
. keteers. 
.··.Cincinnati. 
·vs.XaVier:' Jan;;. i9~ Cintas Center 
· · Coriference:·BigEast . . 
. Head coach:"Andf Kennedy (firsf ·. 
year), . . .. 
Last year: 25~8: (NCAA second· 
round) . . ... 
Starters returning: 3 
Key y~teran5: F Eric Hieks (13;7 
, ppg, 9:0 ipg), G Jihaci Muhammad 
( 10.4 ppg), F James White ( 10.2 ppg) 
Scouting report: With Bob Huggins 
no longer sporting his mock turtle-
necks on the sidelines of the Shoe~ 
maker Center, Cincinnati is a pro-
gram in turmoil. How the team re-
sponds to that turmoil, however, will 
determine just how successful they · 
.will be as they ente_rthe new look 
Big East Conference. Leading the . 
way for the Bearcats will be seniors·· 
Eric Hicks, James White, Armein : 
Kirkland, and Jihad Muhanimad, al-
though only White is without major 
question marks: Hie~ needS to prove 
that he can repeat last season's Sta~. 
tistiCs in the abseri,ce bf bruising for-
ward Jason MaxieIL Muhammad La.st year: 19~11 ~IT fir5tround) 
Starters returiling:3 . . . · · · 
Key veterans: G William Hatcher 
. godly . percentage from long· range, showed flashes of greatness last year, 
but wouid too often take horrible · expect an easy Miisketeer win. 
shots at key moments of ganies, and, · 
because of that, was almost single-
. handedly responsible for their NCAA 
tournament· Joss against· Kentucky. 
Kirkland aISo showed signs of be-
coming a top scorer, but needs to 
improve upon his 37.2 shooting per-
centage in order to.be the go-to-guy 
the Bearcats have been lacking. 
While the firing of Huggins was the 
best thing for the program in the long 
term, in the short term, interim head 
coach Andy Kennedy faces an up-
hill climb towards reestablishing the 
Bearcats' characteristic swagger. If 
Cincinnati struggles early, how they 
fare against Xavier might be the make 
or break point for the rest of their 
PHOTO COURTESY UCBEARCATS.COM 












F James White 
Cincinnati 
F Carl Landry 
Purdue 
F James Augustine 
Illinois 
Honorable mentions 
F Eric Hicks, ·cincinnat~ 
G William Hatcher, Miami 
. G Josh Oomes, E. Illinois 
G Matt Witt, ·E. Kentucky. 
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Xa\rier· to.·face four· tournament . ,.-·· . ·. 
, "&·. 
teams 011 non-conference slate 
J. LAFOLEITE &.o. BARRAN France have enough speed off the·. L~tyear: 16-13 Scouting report: The Cardinals, losing two key_ players, the Semi-
Contrzbutmg Sportswrzter; Asst. dribble to get to the basket. The con~ Returning starters: 2 . ranked 18th in the Women's Basket- noles return nine letter winners and 
~~~~Ji>J.if~jim9~y~J!!itl.§3fu~r~WJ!P.§~~~~~!k.~~,Sef¥ict.eJ?Rtef.~·W!'&~Q!!~lS.1?.!P£~~g.~,&!,lm~-
Coach Kevm McGuff has cha!- heavy rehan on mcommg fresh- . ppg), f/C Alexis Ogub1e (4.8 ppg, wdl fa~e a tough schedul composed center Bntany Miller. One key m1s-
lenged his Musketeers this season man Kristi To iverat·thepointguard ·· W.a~~~ of18teams that particiiated in the sion for this yearis the concept to 
wi~ a non-conference sch~ule fea- position. · . . . S~o~tin~ r{Port: The Tiiers are re- p~stseason !~st y~ .. Tr~ey ar~ pre- work as a "team" on the offensive 
turt.ng four.teams that quahfied for ... tu ..... r·n.mg ___ J·U.·~·fi. our me.mb __ .S_. rs .o·f las.t dieted .. · ·_to fin. 1sh sixth. oi~erall m the end and to make the extra pass to 
last year's NCAA Tournament. Elon year's·J6, squad, arfd with the Big East behind Rutge, , Connecti- ensure a great shot. 
In going up against Maryland, · graduationo lli.~~adingscor- cut, Notre Dame, D Paul, and Vs. Xavier: ov. 25, Cintas Center . . . . 
Eastern Kentucky, Louisville, and Conference: . outhem e,rs, they inight be looking to build Villanova. Junior Jaz Covington Robert Morris 
Florida State, Xavier will be more Head coach: d p ul (12th experlenceJornext season. All-SEC has been selected to ili Preseason vs. Xavier: Dec. 30, Cintas Center 
than ready to face their A-10 rivals. 138_169) ren a a year, fn~shmanAlexis Ogubie and senior All Big East.Team bee use of her Conference: Northeast 
Coppin State 
Vs~ Xavier: Nov. 18, Coppin Center 
Conference: Mid East Athletic 
Head coach: Derek Brown (seventh 
year, 87-77) 
Last year: 22-7 (NCAA first round) 
Returiiing Starters: 2 
Key veterans: F Sherrie Tucker 
( 15.3 ppg), F Talia Sutton (7 .0 rpg), 
G Rashida Suber (10.0 ppg) 
Scouting :report: The Eagles have 
.been picked to win the MEAC again 
this year, after putting up an impres- · 
sive i5-3 record in conference play 
last year. Hmyever, team captain and 
MEAC Piayer of the Year Sherrie. 
Tucker.is one of only two returning 
starters on a team that features eight. 
newoomera.: Coach Derek Brown has . 
said that no position is definitely . 
filled rightnow, ·so competition for 
playingtime could affect this team's 
i)erfonnance, especially at the begi~- · · 
ning of th~ season. .. · 
PHOTO COURTESY UMTERPS.COM 
Maryland head coach Brenda . 
Frese 
Maryland 
Vs. Xavier: Nov. 20, Comcast Cen-
ter 
Conference: Atlantic Coast 
Head coach: Brenda Frese (fourth 
year, 50-41) 
Last year: 21-9 (NCAA second 
round) 
Returning starters: 4 
Key veterans: G Shay Daron ( 17 .6 
ppg), ciF Crystal Langhorne (17.2 
ppg, 10.6 r}Jg) 
Scouting report: The Terrapins plan 
to contend this year in a conference 
that boasts four top-25 teams includ-
ing second ranked Duke .. Retuinin 
four s~ers, Maryland ha8 the . · 
ent and experience to potenti y 
make a national championshi 
ACC Rookie of the Year 
Langhorne was the only p 
theACC to average a doubl 
and juniors Shay Daron · 
L t 4 24 Australian Olympian Marita Payne, outstanding play from Jl evious sea- Head coach: Sal Buscaglia (fourth 
as year: -lif wholed'the countfy in blbcks last sons and because of e constant year) 
Returning starters:. 3 
Key vetera~S: G Tierra Bumbrey : year; will be powerfulinside weap- threat that she presents n the court. Last year: 20-10 
(8.9ppg, 2.2 sfiM ),FKitaraMcMoore oils.for Auburn, but the Tigers will Starters returning: 5 
neect'to produce more on offense if IPFW (8.3 ppg, 5.8 , g) . Key veterans: Sugeiry Monsac 
Scouting reP.lrt: Elon will almost they-want to be a contending _team. Vs. XaVier: Dec.17, CiGtas Center (20.1ppg,11.6rpg),DeSheynaPerry 
certainly imp, ove from last year's Conference: Independ nt (12.0 ppg, 3.8 rpg) 
uncharacteris c 4-24 record. The · Head.coach: Bruce·Pa ersori (fifth Scouting report: Coming off the 
Phoenix retu~1s 11 players from last year) 2003-04 season, in which they fin-
season 's tea , including six who , Last year: 5-23 ished 2-24, the Colonials made the 
started at leas .10 games. While ta!- Starters returning: 2 third biggest turnaround in NCAA 
ented from e· perimeter, Elqn's : Key veterans: Hilar O'Connell . history last year in. posting a 20-10 
strength is in* post play. Against (6.2 ppg; 3.7 rpg), Ash ey JOhnson record. With seven returning letter 
the Phoenix, vier will have to con- · (95 ppg; 3.3 rpg) . I • · · winners, Robert Morris will now try 
tain last year' econd-Jeading scorer · · Scouting report: After ldisappoint- to prove that last year's season was 
and top rebouftder Kitara McMoore, · . • ing :last season; the M~iod~ns loo~ · not a fluke. ; · · · 
who also blocltCe.~. ~O s~ots and·s~ot';j •.. forward.to the new.y~ar with optt-
53.4 percent 4pm th~; field. . : :,:: · mism.. pespite losing.Hwa seniors 
· · ·· · · .. · ·. · · •·· · · and Jou( o~e~ letter wJners, eight 
PHOTO COURTESY UCBEARCAT . · 
Cincinnati senior guard Mica 
Harvey. 
·Eastern Kentucky 
Vs,. Xavier: Dec. 6, Cintas Center 
Conference: Ohio Valley 
Head coach: Larry Joe Inman (17th 
year, 286-192) 
Last year: 23-8 (NCAA first round) 
Starters returning: 2 
Key veterans: Laura Shelton (9.8 




~tin:". U111g~R~ell!tlpi1111olll!lif: AftP,il';:Jlellllir~t~n~is~hi~n-g one 
Cincinnati win shy of the program's most suc-
Vs. Xavier: Nov. 30, Cintas Center cessful season ever, the Colonels are 
·Conference: Big East on a mission to.defend their OVC 
Head coach: La!JriePirtle (20th year, title. The Colonels can sum up their 
278-275) main goal with the word "defend," 
Last year: 9-19 despite losing fotir strong seniors to 
Returning starters: 3 graduation and adding five freshmen 
Key :veterans: C Anne Stephens· and one transfer to the team. All of 
(12.0 ppg, 5.7 rpg), G Micah Harvey the newcomers are expected to see 
(6.3 ppg, 4.6 apg) · playing time early in the season un-
Scouting report: The Bearcats de- der the guidance of seniors Louista 
but season in the Big East Confer- Pierre and aura. . • es ite 
ence is marked by one of the high~fat!m a rough schedule of non-co -
rated recruiting classes in sc · Ni1s- ference opponents such as Ohio State, 
tory. UC battled ine nee ·and who finished as a Big Ten co-cham-. 
injury last season looks to im- pion and advanced to the postseason, 
prove on a 9-1 ord that left them the ·Colonels expect to bring back 
outofcon onforanNCAATour- another OVC title and advance to 
the NCAA tournament. 
Louisville 
Vs. Xavier: Dec. 10, Freedom Hall 
Conference: Big East . 
Head coach: Tom Collen (third year, 
42-19) 
Last year: 22~9 (NCAA first round) 
· rs returning: 4 
: Jazz Covingt 
new:face.s J0:1._n __ ·th7 r_oAt.er for th.e ·· 
2005-06 season .. Wtth arew look to 
the :roster suc.h as mo e size and 
physica!capabilities.at he forward 
, position8, along with m: e speed and 
bett~r perimeter shooti . , the Mast-
odons,could be a chall ing.oppo-
nent. 
PHOTO COURTESY SEMINOLES.COM 
Florida State senior guard Holly 
Johnson. 
Florida State 
Vs. Xavier: Dec. 21, Cintas Center 
Conference: Atlantic Coast 
~ach: Sue Semrau (ninth sea-
son,~· · 
Last year: 2 (NCAA second .·. 
round) 
Starters returning: 3 
Key veterans: Holly Joh 
ppg, 3.0 rpg), Alicia Gladden 
ppg, 6.6 · rpg), Ganiyat A · 
( 11.5 ppg, 7 .6 rpg) 
Scouting report: 
noles of Florida 
PHOTO COURTESY ROBERT-MORRIS.EDU 












F Sugeiry Monsac 
Robert Morris 
F Crystal Langhorne 
Maryland 
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. ·• ' • ' . ..... • . • .•• • •• • c .;. ••·· .• • ', '· 
,·- . ·MEN 
NOVEMBER 
19 EASTERNILLINOIS 
26 vs. Purdue 
29 COPPIN STATE 
DECEMBER 
3 vs. Illinois·. 
7 FLORIDAA&M 
11 @ Miami-Ohio 




4 @ Saint Joseph's. 
7 ST. BONAVENTURE 
9, EASTERN KENTUCKY 
14 @ Charlotte. · · 
19 · CLNCINNATI 




2 G. WASHINGTON 

























18. @ Coppin. State. 
20 MARYLAND 
25 ·XAVIER INVITATIONAL 
.26 XAYIER·INVI'fATIONAL 
. . . ' . 
3 :()· :, ' . c·• . T~rc. ·I'NN· ·: ' ArriI. .... '.---..:-.: ,, .. ~·:'L .... ,. ~_. ·~·.l 
DECEMBER. 
2 '· :@:A,µburn .. -. 
6. ·-·EASTERN KENTUCKY 
, . . . ' 
9 @ Louisville 
' ' 
17 IPFW 
21 . FLORIDASTj\TE · 
30 ROBERT MORRIS 
JANlJARY 
3 «@ Charlotte 
6 SAINT LOUIS . . ··"·,··, .... 
, . 8 @,' .Rfic)a~>Isl~n:~1,··· 
. 13 rucHMoNtJ... . .·· 
. . . . ' . . . . . ·. ,. . ~ :' .: .: . :,: 
15 , @ Georg~··wash_i.ngton 
., ' ,p._ ' . ' < 
19 ·:@· Dayton 
22 TEMPLE· 
7 p.m. · 27 @ St. 13'onaventure .. 
. 2 ·p.m. 29 .. · @ · Duq11e·s11~-c ..... 
.. ··· 7:30 p;Ill. FEBRUARY . . . . - · 
·· 12 p.m. · 3 G. WASHINGTON 
7:30 p~m. . 5 CH:ARLOT'TE ·. 




. 1 p.m. 
7 p.m . 
7 p.m. 




7 ·p.m. · 
7 p.m.'. · 
7 p.m .. 
. f p.m .. 
.12 p.m .. 
· 12 p.m. 
7' p.in. ' 
2 p.m. 
?p.m. 








@ Rhode Island · 
SAINT JOSEPH'S 
7:30 P·111·. 12 .@ ,L~ Salle . 




7 p.m .. 
1 p.m. 
7 p.m. · 
MARCH 
4 @ Massachusetts :.," .. · ., .'.· 
.· ". : 
. ,>: -
7 p.m. 
2 p.m. · 
Home games i11 CAPS 
All times Eastern Standard Time 
Student ticket pl¢kll·P;··Policy 
. . .. ' . .. .. . . .' 
Men 
Except for. the games against Cincinnati and Saint Louis, studen.t 
tickets to home men'ifbasketball games wiil be released at the Cintas 
Center Event Ticket Office on the south side ofthe building atl :30 p;m. 
on the Monday before the gam~. Ticket pickup for the Jan. 19 game 
versus Cincinnati w~ll begin on Jan. l 7 at Sp.in., and pickup for the Jan. 
22 game versus Saint Louis will begin on' Jan.18 atl:3ffp.m. · 
After the initial ticket offering, studenUickets will stnl be available 
at no charge· at the Cintas Center Box Office on the east• s_ide of.the 
b~it_ding. · · · · · · 
... ;·. ·, 
Women . Upcoming men's 
Student tickets are available·starting•one-hour .. before thesch~uled '; . basketball ticket 
tipoff. pkkup times: •·, · · 
Studentticketsforbothmen'sandwonien's.basketbalhiredistrib-. . . . . .. . 
uted free of charge to full-time-undergraduate students'' Only. Allstu- . Coppin,State:Nov. 21, 1:30p.m. 
dents must present their AIL Card both at the 'time of.pi~kup::and at the .· >:IITorida ~&M: Nov. ~8, I :30 p.m. •. 
student entrance on game days. TheXavierstud~pts~ti9n,j$Cloc~t~:.fo · ~()~,<S~uthem,St_Bonaventure, 
sections 115-118 at the-north end:ofCintasCent¢f,;T.wk:¢ts;ate•distiib~ ~,Eastern'Ke~tucky:Dec.12, 1:30 
uted on. a first-come, first-served basis,· with the be8t seats distributed p.m; 
first. . · . · ' , · . . . ·. . 
i· ' ;, .: ... ,;',' .: . . : " 
! . • 
. • • • ' • ( '.· ~ ~ I ' ' "., " • 
